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Abstract
Scientists use text analytics to organize and retrieve knowledge from a large amount
of raw data. They have to choose between many different algorithms and consider
possible combinations of those algorithms. Workflows are a good way to manage this
complexities and are successfully applied to this problem. Existing approaches however
do not support scientists with the laborious task of exploring the design space of worklows
and configuring computational experiements.
This thesis describes a framework to capture text analytic processes along with an efficient way to explore different algorithms. It takes advantage of the unique capabilites
of Wings to reason about semantic constraints. As a result the framework can rule
out invalid workflows and help scientists to explore the design space of valid solutions
for computational experiments. Metadata information about datasets and computation
steps are used to elaborate complex experiments automatically. These metadata are also
used to store provenance information about applied algorithms with their parameters
helping researchers to comprehend scientific results. The algorithms in the workflows
are not tied to a specific technology and heterogeneous implementations are possible
because every component in the workflow is described with their interfaces and the necessary data types. The execution environment can be switched to run computations on
local resources or a high-performance cyberinfrastructures. For the scientists using the
framework the selected execution environment is completely transparent. All these benefits are attainable for novice researchers or students since predefined workflows can be
executed easily even without expert knowledge in machine learning. Necessary expertise
to perform text analytics is incorporated in the desgin of the workflows with numerous
solutions for many applications.
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Zusammenfassung
Wissenschaftler verwenden analytische Verfahren für Texte um eine große Menge von
Rohdaten zu organisieren und Wissen daraus zu extrahieren. Dabei müssen sie zwischen
vielen unterschiedlichen Algorithmen wählen und die möglichen Kombinationen dieser
Algorithmen in Betracht ziehen. Workflows sind eine gute Möglichkeit um diese Komplexitäten in den Griff zu kriegen und werden bereits erfolgreich zum Einsatz gebracht. Bisherige Ansätze unterstüzen Wissenschaftlicher jedoch nicht mit der arbeitsaufwendigen
Aufgabe den möglichen Lösungsraum zu untersuchen und computergestütze Versuche
zu konfigurieren.
Diese Arbeit beschreibt ein Framework um textanalytische Prozesse festzuhalten, zusammen mit einer effizienten Methode um mögliche Algorithmen zu untersuchen. Sie
nutzt dabei die einmaligen Fähigkeiten von Wings um Schlussfolgerungen über semantische Einschränkungen zu treffen. Als Ergebnis ist das Framework in der Lage ungültige
Workflows zu verwerfen und so Wissenschaftlern helfen den Lösungsraum nach gültigen
computergestützten Versuchen zu untersuchen. Metadaten Informationen von Datensätzen und Berechnungsschritten werden genutzt um komplexe Versuche automatisch zu
verfeinern. Diese Metadaten werden auch genutzt um Informationen über die verwendeten Algorithmen mit ihren Parametern zu speichern, damit Wissenschaftler die Ergebnisse ihrer Versuche besser nachvollziehen können. Die verwendeten Algorithmen sind
nicht an eine bestimmte Technologie gebunden wodurch heterogene Implementierungen möglich werden da jede Komponente mit ihren Schnittstellen und den notwendigen
Datentypen beschrieben ist. Berechnungen können wahlweise entweder lokal oder auf
Hochleistungssystemen durchgeführt werden. Führ Wissenschaftler die das Framework
benutzen ist die auszuführende Umgebung vollkommen transparent gehalten. All diese
Vorteile sind auch führ unerfahrene Forscher und Studenten greifbar da das Ausführen
der Workflows sehr einfach ist und kein Expertenwissen aus dem maschinellen Lernen
erfordert. Das notwendige Wissen um analytische Verfahren auf Texten anzuwenden ist
bereits in dem Entwurf der Workflows eingebunden und ermöglicht so Lösungen führ
viele Anwendungsbereiche.
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1. Introduction
Advanced text analytic skills require knowledge beyond understanding different algorithms and statistical techniques. State-of-the-art data analytics often involves multistep procedures with sophisticated statistical techniques such as effective feature selection methods, algorithm portfolios and ensembles, and cross-validation. For example,
a basic protein secondary structure prediction framework includes sequence analysis,
feature extraction, classifiers as well es post-processing steps. Workflows are an ideal
paradigm for capturing and sharing such complex end-to-end methods [Gil08] since they
can be assembled from individual software tools, then shared and reused as end-to-end
methods [DRGS09]. A scientist working on an analysis or prediction task via a data
set must explore many possible combinations of algorithms until an appropriate one is
found. A workflow framework facilitates this process by supporting workflow modifications, that is, taking an existing workflow and adding respectively removing steps to
create a new workflow [CFS+ 06, WGG+ 07]. For example, a workflow with a step implemented as a hierarchical clustering algorithm could be easily modified by replacing
that method by a k-means clustering algorithm. Currently, these modifications have to
be done manually by the scientists, with little assistance from the system.
This exploration of the design space of workflows remains a very laborious process. First,
many combinations of algorithms may not be compatible with one another. Scientists
have to take into account myriad of constraints in order to track which algorithm combinations are valid. Second, some algorithms may not be appropriate for the data set
at hand or require specific data pre-processing steps. Third, focusing on alternative
algorithms for a step may not be worthwile. For example, a good approach to the selection of features to train a classifier is often more important than the type of classifier
being used. Fourth, the best algorithms for a data set may not be the best for another
dataset. For example, a feature selection strategy may not work for a similar data set
with different statistical characteristics.
This work builds on the Wings workflows system [GRK+ 11]. It uses semantic workflow
representations to capture the requirements and constraints of individual steps explicitly
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[GGRF09] as well as workflow reasoning algorithms to generate possible combinations of
workflow components systematically and to validate them [GGCMR11]. This approach
is demonstrated with a framework for text analytic tasks that captures methods as
workflows and enables efficient experimentation with different algorithms and data sets.
The framework includes workflows for supervised and unsupervised text classification
tasks with a plethora of implementations for text analytics, data mining, and machine
learning. They come along with several of the commonly used data sets in the text
classification research community. Scientists can use this framework very efficient to
perform experiments with different algorithms and to quickly understand the tradeoffs
of choosing different algorithms for a given data set.

1.1. Importance
With the framework, scientists working on text analytics can design workflows, which
are appropriate for their own datasets in an efficient manner. Scientists often speak
about the data deluge, but not so much about the software deluge. New algorithms
and software packages are published constantly, which is difficult for scientists to keep
up with. Experts can read and be aware of the latest algorithms, but currently do not
have a practical means to obtain hands-on experience with them because they require
a large investment of effort. The framework has also broader implications in education
and in fostering cross-disciplinary work by making sophisticated methods feasible for
new groups. Summarized the main challenge investigated in this work is:
Assist scientist with the complex task of exploring the design space of all
possible solutions for text analytic tasks and allow novice scientists to perform
complicated experiments with sophisticated methods.
This work envisions the workflow framework of text analytics serves as a aid for scientists
to sustain learning as a long-term activity throughout a professional career, enabling experts to keep up with research innovations in an easier, time-efficient, and hands-on
manner. Social scientists for instance are interested in analyzing textual information
from online datasets like twitter or facebook, but have often no computer science backround to apply these methods. With the framework well known analytical concepts can
be applied on datasets immediately and scientists can focus their efforts on the analytical results. Other scientists are able to comprehend perceptions from research since
the methodology to achieve the results is easier to reproduce. As a result this thesis

also proposes a new process of executing computational experiments that is more tool
supported.

1.2. Problem Description
Novice researchers working on text analytics for scientific discovery need to be extremely
careful to follow correct procedures rigorously. For example, bioinformatics is an actively
pursued area in which researchers utilize machine learning and data mining algorithms
to reveal significant insights from biology data and to make predictions on structures
or functions of unknown proteins and genes. Many classes on bioinformatics teach students basic analysis algorithms, such as sequence alignment, protein structure prediction
algorithms, or graph-structure learning algorithms. However, the tradeoffs between different algorithms and their impact on the overall accuracy of the system depend on the
application and the data set. For example, in protein structure prediction, one key step
is to find sequences similar to the target protein with a specific similarity cutoff. The
subsequent prediction performance is not only determined by the classifiers applied, but
also significantly influenced by (more significantly) the similarity cutoff, which is difficult
to decide for novice researchers. Each data analytic task in bioinformatics is associated
with an appropriate workflow, which is extremely important in order to achieve better
prediction performance and even more important to gain correct scientific results.
The framework can also help students to acquire practical skills. It helps students to
apply algorithms through hands-on practice. Students may take courses about statistical techniques and machine learning algorithms but rarely have the resources to learn
in practical settings. For example, in text categorization the prediction accuracy of text
classifiers on one data set can differ 1-10 % depending on how the unstructured documents are converted to feature vectors of words and how many features are selected. In
contrast, once the data is preprocessed, the difference between which classifier (whether
a support vector machines or Naive Bayes) is applied on the same feature vector is only
0.5-5 %.
Similarly, researchers in other disciplines can use the framework to acquire expertise
in a new area. For example, social science researchers have access to vast amounts of
text data on the web (blogs, microblogs, mailing lists, etc.), but often lack text analytic
skills. Similarly, there are reams of text data available in mobile devices and other
human-computer interfaces. Developing an appropriate setup for any real problem (e.g.,
e-mail prioritization) requires good understanding of the state-of-the art methods in that

domain (e.g., text analytics), placing a barrier for students or researchers who do not
have easy access to that expertise. Moreover, significant software infrastructure needs
to be deployed in order to apply and observe different techniques in a real problem
domain, requiring significant investment often in the order of months or years which
deters students and researchers in other areas from attempting to do so. Setting up
this infrastructure requires programming skills, making it infeasible for students and
researchers without significant computer science background.
Finally, the work will also target researchers that have developed initial data mining
applications and are seeking to improve the performance of their application. A good
example from prior work is compiler optimization, where the use of machine learning
techniques is being investigated in order to rapidly customize optimizations to new
computer architectures that come out every few months. In a recent survey of this
research area, it turned out that most of the work focuses on decade old techniques
that are far from the state-of-the-art in machien learning [HGL08]. Lowering the cost of
learning data analytics skills would enable new levels of performance in many application
areas.

1.3. Research Scope
A framework for text analytic skills is developed to demonstrate the research question
with a prototype for this domain. Datasets that already had been investigated very detailed in the research community are used to evaluate the performance of the framework.
Most of the research challenges in this work can be shown by using these datasets. This
includes the efficient execution of experiments and the valdation of workflows by using
metadata.

1.4. Method and Outline
The essential theoretical backround to comprehend the presented solution is introduced
in the Chapters 2 and 4. This includes the concept of scientific worklows that are used
for the framework. The workflows are implemented using a workflow monagement system that is also able to submit the workflows on a distributed environment. These
Chapters also cover the latest publications involved in this work and lead to the conceptual solution. Both sections finish with a summary of related work in these fields.

It is recommended to start reading from the very beginning before continuing to the
solution beginning with Chapter 7. The results of this work is divided in two sections
starting with the efficiency of the framework. In the third part the results of an experimental evaluation captures the capabilites of the framework to perform text analytics
computations that can keep up with recent publications.
• 1. Introduction: The reader is introduced into the need for this work and
the general problems of current techniques. The motivation is explained with
examples from scientific experiences in different domains along with the benefits
of the approach.
• 2. Overview: An understanding of scientific workflows is crucial for this work and
this chapter explains the concepts and differences to workflows from the business
domain to the reader. Furthermore, the latest research results are presented and
different concepts are compared to each other.
• 3. Related Work in Scientific Workflows and Systems: Scientific workflows
are a very active research field with different approaches for the problem of capturing and executing scientifc computations with workflows. Related approaches
to the used workflows and workflow management system are summarized in this
chapter.
• 4. Text Analytics: The text analytic domain is used for the prototype and this
Chapter gives the necessary backround to comprehend the workflows. Algorithms
are explained and additional literature is cited for more detailted explanations.
• 5. Related Work in Text Analytics: Related work on text analytics is mentioned along with the most common solutions. An additional chapter for related
work is necessary since there is no approach known to the author that is using the
concept of scientific workflows and text analytics in one solution.
• 6. Workflow Orchestration Policies: Components can be orchestrated to
large workflows that are valid w.r.t to their combinations with other components.
Policies describe which combinations are not allowed and have to be rejected by
the framework.
• 7. Workflow Design: Workflows capture the functionality that can be achieved
with the framework and describe abstractions of the most common tasks that can
be modified by scientists. The workfows are explained with the rules to fulfill the
workflow orchestration policies.

• 8. Efficiency of the Framework: Examples show how the main goal of this
work is achieved by the framework for particular problems. This includes the
reduction of experiments by using the workflow orchestration policies.
• 9. Experimental Evaluation: Experimental results from executing the presented workflows are summarized in this chapter. The different text analytic results
were computed with different algorithms respectively parameters and compared
against each other.
• 10. Conclusions and Outlook: The work finishes with a summary of the main
contributions and a drawback to the research question. Future extensions for the
framework and additional ideas that go beyond the research scope are also outlined.

2. Overview
The framework is part of the ongoing work around the Wings workflow system that
presents an environment for modeling and executing scientific workflows. In comparison
to their much better known counterparts from the business domain, scientific workflows
are dataflow oriented and their components always represent computational steps. They
are submitted for execution by a workflow management system. The unique capability
of Wings is to reason about semantic metadata on the components and datasets. This
capability is used by the framework to validate workflows and automatically elaborate
parameter and component configurations. Execution ready workflows can be executed on
local resources or on distributed computing environments for large scale computations.

2.1. Scientific Workflows
In [GDST06] is described how computation became one the of the major branches in
science and engineering along with theory and experiment. This evolution of science
started with the use of supercomputers to perform large simulations for physically complex systems. Soon this computational tools led to other applications, that involved
complex data analysis and visualization steps. The process of moving data to a supercomputer for analysis and managing the output results was often repeated many times.
Users had to make sure everything was done correctly during this process.
Next to this developement, the business community was faced with the problem of
automating business processing steps. In the business community the term workflow
orchestration refers to the activity of defining the necessary steps for a business or
engineering process. This activity uses a workflow as template to define an orchestration.
A specific instantiation for a particular case is a workflow instance . The scientific
community uses the same terms with slightly broader meanings.
These early developements were influenced by two changes in the computing landscape:
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1. Resources for computational experiments started to be distributed over networks.
This movement came along with problems such as synchronization between remote
concurrent tasks, fault recovery, distributed logging, and remote data management.
This change required the use of distributed computing technology to solve the new
problems. As a result workflow systems evolved into Grid technology and Webservice-oriented architectures.
2. The scientific community used component-based tools to program large systems.
This approach influenced workflows together with Petri Net models and dataflow
concepts. These tools used graphical layouts where tasks are boxes and arrows
between boxes indicate the control and data dependencies between them. This
compositional program model has proven to be extremely popular around scientific
workflow systems.
This chapter starts by analyzing the commonalities and differences between scientific
workflows and business workflows. It also outlines the differences between existing scientifc workflows, since this research area originated many varying approaches. Finally,
the characteristics of the approach used in this work are introduced.

2.1.1. Scientific versus Business Workflows
The business world is aware of formal concepts for workflows for many years. There are
hundreds of workflow management systems availabe and a whole industry is devoted to
related technologies. Moreover a large set of reference models, documents, and standards
are developed by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC).
These standards however can not be completely adopted to the scientific community,
because technical applications have unique requirements [BG06]. The literature [YGN09,
LWMB09] outlines the following main differences between both concepts:
• Business workflows are less dynamic and evolving in nature compared to scientific workflows, which tend to change more frequently and may process large data
translations. A scientist works in an incrementel way by making adaptions to his
workflows and experimenting with many different components.
• Workflows in the business world are also developed by experts from a specific
business domain or software engineers. This differs them from scientific workflows
that are usually developed by the scientists themself and in many cases scientists
do not have comupter science and information technology expertise.

• The variations scientists makes in their experiments make it necessary for them to
store workflows in repositories. Scientists have to be able to search through this
repositories while developing new experiments and comparing results.
• More important aspects for scientific workflows are also operations with streambased and concurrent execution tasks. Business workflows in turn provide controlflow primitives to allow specifying fine-grained decisions. This shortens the
capability in supporting repetitive, synchronous and concurrent tasks.
• Outside the definition of process functionalities and requirements on execution
resources, scientific workflows are challenged with provenance questions. It is
important to know what input was used to create a final product. Another example
is what parameter values were used to achieve a specific result in a given context
of particular components.
• In business workflows people a more interested in optimizing parts of their processes based on previous runs to reduce costs, while a scientist is much more concerned about intermediate step results and the results of a scientific experiment.
• The nature of scientific workflows is mainly focused on data. This makes them
much more dataflow oriented in comparison to their counterparts from the business
world that are controlflow orientied .
Scientifc workflows are not different from business workflows in the way that both use
iconic representations to create a model of computation structures at the highest level.
When it comes to dependencies among the relationships both workflow concepts are different. In business workflows a dependency represents the partial order relation between
the execution of two tasks. Scientific workflows in turn use dependencies to characterize
the data relationship between input and output data of two tasks. This includes that
the precise execution order is not imposed for scientific workflows. The execution environment for a scientific workflow in Figure 2.1 might be able to concurrently execute
all steps in case the data is available for the steps. The execution environment for the
business workflow however can only process parallel steps concurrently.

2.1.2. Component Architectures
Previous efforts in software engineering were made to build computer applications by
composing them out of reusable software components. This effort was necessary because
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the complexity of software was evolving very rapidly and engineers had to develop a more
systematic way to keep up with the demands for future software systems [McI68].
A substantial contribution to software reuse was made with object-oriented design since
it forced designers to think in terms of encapsulation and interfaces. Object-oriented
programming language like Java, C# and C++ come along with many class libraries
that provide a large set of components for the application design. This increases the
productivity of the developement effort since common compononents necessary for a
graphics applications, a network application and database support can be easily reused
by software engineers.
Nevertheless, the main concepts of object-oriented desing such as encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism can not guarentee that a class built for one application can
be reused in anthoer without much effort. To achieve this it is necessary to define rules
and contracts necessary to deploy and reuse a component.
Software Components
The term software component and software component architecture are not defined
formally respetively it is not agreed upon. A very often cited definition however can be
found by Szyperski und Pfister:
A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can
be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.
[PS96, Szy02]
The functionality of a component is encapsulated and accessed by invoking the interface
or by sending a typed message. Interface language and type signature of the interface
method is a part of the contract. It is also used to define exception handling and the protocoll of the function. The context dependencies are the conditions a host environment
has to satisfy in order to use the component properly.
The software component architecture provides the ecosystem with a family of software
components that may be proposed into an application. This ecosystem has to satisfy all
the context dependencies for the target family of components and is used as a runtime
environment or application container. The components can now be composed by a third
party to build applications or loaded as software modules. The specific realization of
the component as a runtime entity is referred to as component instance.

Composition Models
There are two general models for the composition of software components. Both approaches are inspired by models from hardware systems, which were already faced with
the problem of increasing complexity. Hardware designer used standard, well-tested
integrated circuits to compose large digital systems.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2.: Possible forms of direct composition
The second model uses direct composition to compose components as illustrated in Figure
2.2. This model knows different types of graphs that can be used. In the most general
case the graphs can be cyclic and have more than one input and output port. Some
systems only use directed acyclic graphs (DAGS) or even trees for the representation of
workflows. The output ports of one component can now be connected with the input
port of another component. This model allows it to build an application as a full dataflow
graph. All scientific workflows in this thesis will use this model to design computational
experiments.
Stateful and Stateless Components
Components can also be stateful or stateless in general. This indicates if the state of
a component is visible and persists between invocations. The state of a component
expresses the ability to change its behavior on subsequent invocations. A good example
for stateless components are Web services, which capabilities are defined by an abstract

WSDL specification. The service instance is a concrete binding to a specific network
endpoint. A service might be provided by several instances with an URI to one of the
possible instances. Thus, a client making multiple requests to a service would not know
which instance it was using from one invocation to the next. This makes stateful services
in their original form not appropriate for this case. In many situations however a service
or component might report the value of a resource to the client. This case involves some
important facts:
1. The state is not stored by the component instance, but rather by the resource of
the component.
2. Accessing the state is only possible when a context is provided. This context might
be e.g., an account number.
3. An internal state might be required for the component to complete a multiphase
commit protocol, but this state is not visible to the client and it does not persist
between invocations.
Using context to access the state of a resource is known as WS-Context and WSCoordination in the Web services world. The WS-Resource Framework is a family of
specifications for modeling and accessing stateful resources using Web services [Gan06].

2.1.3. Workflow Composition
Scientifc workflows use dozens of application components and process large data sets
with this components. This can also involve parallel processing of the data sets, so that
designing workflows can be a very complex task. The limitations of unassisted workflow
composition and a relevant solution for this work is described in [Gil06].
The easiest way to manage the composition of workflows is to write scripts that can generate workflow variants. These scripts specify the data locations and execution locations
for each job. Metadata associated with the workflow is also generated by these scripts,
often by using naming conventions to able to differentiate between alternative configurations. This rudimental approaches of managing workflows has severe limitations w.r.t.
to the usability and scalability. Another disadvantage is that users have to be familiar
with the applications components used in the workflow. They also need to know the
scripting language and have to be able to work with the execution environment. These
practical limitations can only be addressed by an end-to-end approach that assist users
with the creation, execution, and management of workflows on a higher level.

The approach for the workflow composition consists of three key requirements for assisting users. First, different levels of abstraction are necessary to describe workflows.
This will hide details of the execution environment from the user and supports varying
degrees of reuse and adaption. Second, workflow components need to have an expressive
description of the properties. This allows the workflow system to validate workflows
with their components and datasets. It also enables ways to automatically elaborate
workflows and assist users with the exploration of the design space. Third, the workflow
composition has to be automatically completed into executable workflows. This requires
a flexible workflow composition to accept partial workflow specifications from the users.
The following sections investigates these three requirements more detailed.
Different Abstraction Level for Workflows
The complexity of workflows is managed with appropriate representation levels of the
workflows. In this work the workflows are divided into three abstraction levels. Each
abstraction level is enriched with a different type of information:
1. The workflows on the highest level are data- and execution-independent. This
workflow templates define the component types and the dataflow among them. At
this level the components only contstraint the type of data that the workflow is
processing, but it does not specify the used data for the execution. In the next
step the workflow template has to be parametrized and the data variables have to
be bound to a specific dataset during the workflow creation process.
2. The workflow instances are execution-independent and have to specify the needed
data and application components. They are created by selecting a workflow template that is suitable for the desired task and binding the descritption variables
to specific data. No information about execution details are used for workflow instances. This allows it to map them on different exeuction environements without
need to change them.
3. Result of the last step are executable workflows . They use workflow instances and
assign resources that exist in the execution enviroment. Information about the
available resources (e.g., physical replicas, sites and hosts, and service instances)
are necessary for this step. In this mapping process only the initial workflow steps
are assigned to resources. Later steps can wait and are assigend after the initial
steps are executed in an incremental way. The mapping should also be dynamic
in case an error occurs and the assignmend has to be adapted.

The template from the first item is shown in Figure 2.3. It is a very simple sketch for
a multi-label classification task. It starts with a dataset for training that is splitted for
every label in the dataset. Every single-label dataset is processed by a feature selection
and a modeler. The overall results for this example are models for every label in the
dataset. Specific datasets and parameters are missing in the template and some of the
components still have to be specialized to get a workflow instance.
Dataset
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Figure 2.3.: Workflow template for the classification of a multi-labeled dataset
The correlation score and the modeler are denoted as abstract since they also have to
be replaced by concrete algorithms that are explained in Section 7.1.2. Every workflow
instance can be specified quite compact since it only requires the used template with
the applied bindings. The corresponding executable workflow is shown in Figure 2.5,
which contains the necessary information about the location of the datasets and the used
algorithms. The computation steps are mapped onto availabe resources and necessary
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Figure 2.4.: Workflow instance for the classification of a multi-labeled dataset
data might be copied from different locations. This final step to the executable workflow
can be fully automated by a workflow management system.
Main advantage of this distinction in three stages is the reusability of workflow templates
at the highest level. A user might look for an appropriate workflow and only has to
specify the data to be processed and the algorithms with the right parameters. This
template can also be adapted or merged with existing workflows to retrieve new solutions.
Another advantage is the ability to validate the three stage process. One way to do is
to declare constraints in the workflow template a user has to fulfill while specifying the
template.

...

...

...

...

...

Figure 2.5.: Executable workflow for the classification of a multi-labeled dataset
Semantic Representations of Workflows
Workflows are represented in the OWL1 format and use different ontologies for this
purpose. Figure 2.6 summarizes all ontologies used in the workflow system Wings to
represent workflows [Gil06]. In the second part of the figure application-specific ontologies are used to define dataset properties for a given domain. These properties include
the terms and relations as well as types that are used define abstract component types.
They are also used for component instances to constrain the types of datasets that
can be used. Workflow templates and instances use this properties to orchestrate valid
component combinations.
1

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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Figure 2.6.: Ontologies that are used to represent workflows
The application-specific ontologies can be used as specializations of application independent rules shown at the top of Figure 2.6. They are used to describe the relationships
between components, workflows, and datasets without the specific details of the domain related terms. Additionally it is possible to use external catalogs at the bottom of
the figure. They are used as repositories of data, components, and workflows that are
indexed by the ontologies.
Automatic Completion of Workflows
Wings uses a search and planing algorithms to achieve an automatic completion of workflows [Gil06]. In case the requirements for the execution requirements are known and the
system is able to find available resources, the creation of executable workflows can be
completely automated. This includes optimizing the completion time of a workflow, considering trade-offs for the resource assignment, and handling error recovery and failure

handling.
On a higher level automation is necessary to elaborate underspecified workflow template.
These template usually have abstract components that have to be specified during the
workflow instance is created. Specified components can be automatically added if the
component library contains instances that fulfill the abstract component requirements.
These requirements might not be known until the dataset for the execution is selected.
This is especially useful if analytical steps in a workflow can be realized with different implementations. A scientist might be interested in evaluating machine learning algorithms
to find the best classification performance for a particular dataset. The automatic completion of underspecified workflow templates also reduces the total number of possible
workflow instance since invalid combinations of component instances are rejected.

2.2. Workflow Management Systems
In this chapter the concepts to manage and execute the scientific workflows from the
previous chapter and the benefits of workflow systems are explained. It is summarized
how an additional knowledge level for workflows can assist scientists with the design of
computational experiments. Figure 2.7 illustrates the symbol level in the lower part and
the knowledge level in the upper part. The symbol level is responsible for the mapping
of the workflow on an execution environment.
The knowledge level on the other hand uses constraints on the components and datasets
to provide additional functionalities. Capabilites of the symbol level have already been
investigated very detailed in previous work. This thesis focuses on the new possibilities
that come along with the knowledge level.

2.2.1. Workflow Systems
Existing workflow systems help scientists to organize their computational experiments.
These capabilites can been are mainly located in the lower part of Figure 2.7. [Gil08]
describes the key benefits of workflow systems:
• Automation of workflow execution: Execution and data management is handled automatically in the system. This also includes the recovery of failures during
the workflow execution since the workflow system knows where computation results
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Figure 2.7.: Functions in a workflow system on the symbol and knowledge level
reside and which computations still remain to be done. Changing the execution environment also becomes trivial, because the computations only have to be assigned
to the new resources.
• Managing distributed computations: Distributed computing is widely used
in scientific applications and a workflow system can manage the computation.
Especially with failures during the computation it becomes impractical to manage
distributed computing manually.
• Managing parallel computations: Parallel execution improve the performance
of scientific applications when handling large datasets and farming out subsets to
different resources. This parallelism is represented in the dataflow graph of the
workflow and the concurrent execution is managed by the workflow system.
• Systematic exploration of the parameter space: Applying different parameters to applications is necessary to achieve the best results for a computation.
Workflows can be executed with different parameters in a systematic way to explore the space of possible parameter combinations.

• Managing the evolution of an application: Computational experiments that
are managed manually with scripts are difficult to maintain when updates on components are performed. The modular design of workflows improves the handling of
component evolution. An individual component can be either updated with small
changes in the workflow or with updates to the dataflow structure.
• Provenance recording: A worklfow system records metadata and provenance information automatically. New applications can be invoked without need to change
for the provenance recording.
• Reproducibility: Provenance information is stored along with the execution of
the workflow. This includes information about the used parameters and process
in the workflow to achieve a result. With this information a workflow can be
re-executed to achieve the same results or the same settings can be applied to
a different dataset. With this capability a scientist can oversee his results and
compare them between different experiments.

2.2.2. Workflows at Knowledge Level
The previously defined benefits apply on almost all existing workflow systems from
industry and research. In the presented approach we use semantics and reasoning as a
novel approach to manage the workflow execution. The most important benefits of the
framework are summarized:
• Automation of workflow generation and of repetitive constraint checking tasks: A generation algorithm can formulate queries about components and
check constraints about the datasets on their use in the context of the workflow.
Automating this process prevents scientists from checking myriads of constraints
about components and datasets by hand. The system can automate this process
because of the knowledge of workflows, workflow components, and data.
• Systematic exploration of the experiment design space: All possible combinations of components, datasets, and parameters can be explored with the support
of the workflow system. Invalid combinations in the workflow are invalidated automatically with the knowledge about the workflow context. A lower level layer of
abstraction is only able to explore the space of different parameter settings.
• Validation of workflows: A workflow specified by the user can be validated
with the knowledge of components and data. Components may have requirements

on the datasets they use and it is difficult for a scientist to oversee all possible
constraints. This becomes even more complicated when the workflow composition
is very complex and constraints evolve over the time.
• Automated generation of metadata for new data products: The properties
from new data products can be generated with the existing knowledge from the
performed transformations. Without this knowledge level information the properties for the new data are limited to what software and input data were used.
• Correct reproducibility and reuse: Existing workflow systems can reproduce
results with new datasets. With information from the knowledge level the constraints of the components and data of a workflow can also be checked to ensure
correct reuse.

2.2.3. Workflow Instance Generation and Specification
The sketch in Figure 2.8 shows the possible tasks for the stakeholders of a domain in
Wings. The main task of a researcher is to create workflows for particular tasks. This
researcher has a profound understanding of the research field and knows the necessary
methods. He uses the components developed by an algorithm expert with the expertise of
the underlying implementation technologies. The interfaces for the created components
are published in the Wings system with the goal to reuse the components for different
workflows. Constraints for the execution on of the component are also specificed by the
algorithm developer to ensure they are executed properly. Metadata from the datasets
can also be used to ensure the input and output datasets fulfill some requirements.
The researcher can also specify constraints for the execution of the workflow he created
to make sure it is used with the right datasets and parameters. A student can now
take adavantage of this work by being able to execute the workflows. In case a novice
scientists is using the workflows he might be interested in improving his skill level by
modifying or extending the predifined workflows. Different datasets for the workflows
can be selected and it is also possible to browse through a library of workflows to set up
a workflow instance. The workflow instance can be submitted on the Pegasus system
to transform it to an execution ready workflow. This workflow can be executed on the
DAGMan environment for large scale computations. In many situations it makes sense
to use smaller datasets in a first step to find the best configuartions before the entire
dataset is computed. For this case the execution environment can be switched to local
resources.
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Figure 2.8.: Overview about the stakeholders with their tasks in Wings
A more detailed sketch illustrates the components that are used to achieve this functionality in Figure 2.9. Three catalogs for the workflows, datasets, and components provide
the required services. An additional catalog records the provenance information from
every workflow execution. All catalogs have ontologies with the metadata properties in
RDF format. The provenance ontology can also be saved in a triple store in order to
allow querying of experimental results. Different user interfaces are provided to design
workflows respectively to execute them. During the generation of workflow instances
an additional validation step evaluates constraints and rejects wrong workflow instances
from the execution. Generated workflow instances can be executed on different execution
environments depending on the user settings.
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Figure 2.9.: Architecture of the Wings system

2.3. Distributed Computing
Large scientific applications need resources that provide adequate performances. They
have to process large scientific datasets and use many discrete steps for this task. Necessary resources are often drawn from a heterogeneous pool of distributed computation and
data resources. Running the applications in such environments comes along with many
challenges: the applications have to be systematically managed with their components
and data, as well as successfully and efficiently running on distributed resources.
The approach to solve this problem consists of two steps. The application is developed
independet without regard to the execution environment. This very high-level application is then mapped on the target execution environment once it is identified. Using a
abstract description of the application simplifies the developement process since one does
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Figure 2.10.: Distributed computing with Wings
not have to deal with details of the execution environment. The abstract description
however is not sufficient to be executed and thus has to be mapped in an appropriate
way [DShS+ 05]. The mapping task consists of finding possible resources and minimizing
the overall execution time for a workflow. The execution time is computed w.r.t. to the
running time of the workflow and the necessary data transfer tasks.

2.3.1. Scheduling and Mapping
The scheduling and mapping of a workflow is influenced by the cost for the mapping
and the behavior of the execution environment. This relationship is illustrated in Figure
2.11. The execution environment can change their availability and characteristics over
time. This behavior can be rather dynamic for execution environments that are changing
often or rather static in case it is easier to predict the availabe resources. The mapping
cost of a workflow indicates how many resources a necessary for the workflow to compute
the result.
Mapping the entire workflow and committing all tasks to the selected resource may
not be appropriate since scientific workflows are often large and consist of many tasks.
Thus, only portions of the workflow are submitted that are feasible for the execution
environment. Releasing only this subset of the workflow is referred to scheduling horizon
in the mapping system. Workflows with a large cost of mapping together with changing
behavior of the execution environment make a very small scheduling horizon necessary.
The behavior of the execution environment might also change the mapping of the workflow tasks. The mapping horizon indicates how far into the futre the tasks are mapped.
It is easier to do the mapping for a workflow if the execution environment is very static
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Figure 2.11.: Horizons depending on the execution environment
in its behavior since it is easier to predict availabe resources. The horizon is increased
while the workflow is executed and the mapping is conducted.

2.3.2. Resource Allocation
Before the mapping on the availabe resources can be conducted, some information is
necessary to support this process. The latest information has to be obtained from the
execution environment. This includes the set of available resources with their specific
characteristics, the locations for referenced data and the locations for the software to
execute the tasks. The choice of the execution location has to consider the feasibility

and the performance tradeoffs. The feasibility decides whether a resource is suitable for
the execution of a task and has to fulfill the following items:
• A user has to be able to access that resource with his privilegs. This can become
more complex in case the user is only allowed to acces the resource for a given
duration.
• It has to be ensured that the resource has all the necessary software for the task.
In case software is missing there might be a way to stage it in.
• The resource needs to have enough disk space and memory for the executing software. Some frameworks or software libraries might need a large amount of memory
the resource has to fulfill.
Resources that are feasible for the user and the tasks in the workflow can be used in the
second step. The performance tradeoffs are analyzed next:
• Data reuse: In some situations it might be better to reproduce the data instead of accessing them. Intermediate steps or final results for previously executed
workflows might be reused and thus a new production of them can be unnecessary.
• Site selection: Data that is replicated in the system can be availabe on several
sites. Depending on the bandwith or location of the site a decision has to be made
about which data to choose.
• Software stage-in: Sometimes it might be better to pre-stage the software into
a new site rather than using existing sites which already have the software. As an
example one can think of a site with high availability and performance.
• Computation resources: Some aspects of distributed environments have to be
considered. For example the sharing of resources among many users, the dependency between tasks and the possible use and production of large data sets.

2.3.3. Optimizing Workflow Execution
Even with target systems selected for portion of the workflow to be executed there are
still some optimizations to improve the overall performance of the computation. One
way is to restructure the workflow so that jobs can be run more efficiently.

1. Intermediate results might be available for some workflows that have be computed
by other scientists before. Similiar workflows with the same intermediate results
can reuse them without need to computed from the scratch. This behavior results
in a automatically reduced workflow without the unnecessary computation steps.
2. The overhead for the scheduling can be reduced by increasing the granularity of
computation. Several tasks can be combined to clusters and this clusters can be
treated as a single unit for mapping and scheduling.
3. Tasks can be scheduled on systems with multi-processor capabilites. These systems
can achieve better performances with more than one processor at a time. Multiple
tasks might be scheduled together and executed as one schedulable unit on the
multi-processor system.

3. Related Work in Scientific
Workflows and Systems
In this section existing approaches that are related to the goal of this thesis are investigated. Differences to existing approaches can be found on various stages of the solution
in this work. The scientific workflow community knows many languages to represent
workflows. The most common standards from ongoing research in this area are summarized as well as existing scientific workflow systems and their capabilites with regard
to text analytic related tasks. The growing number of open source implementations for
machine learning algorithms also spawned some libraries that are widely used for text
analytic purposes. The novelties of the presented solution in comparison to this machine
learning libraries of also part of this chapter.

3.1. Workflow Standards
Most workflow systems usually have an external and an internal representation of a
workflow [Shi06]. The internal representation is used to manipulate the workflow with a
workflow management system or an editor. The external representation in turn is used
to communicate between scientists during the design and execution process. In this
work we use the concept of directed acyclic graphs as representation to express the data
flow of scientific workflows. In other approaches the most common external workflow
representations are:
• Workflow Languages: Existing approaches also use custom XML files to orchestrate workflows from components. In comparison to other solutions the textual
representation is not an intermediate result from a previous step. An example for
this representation is the Abstract Grid Workflow Language (AGWL) shown in
[FQH05].
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• UML Activity Diagrams: Because of missing standards for workflow representations many vendors of workflow systems create their own formats. This hinders
the interoperability between different systems and the collaboration of scientists
in an area. Thus, related approaches try to use more high level representations of
workflows. One example for this are UML Activity Diagrams that can be used to
generate specific textual representations [PQF06].
• Petri Nets: Another very popular formalism to describe workflows are Petri nets.
Similar to the UML Activity Diagrams they can also be translated to workflow
languages. In [HD03] the Grid Application Definition Language is used for the
representation of Petri nets.

3.2. Unstructured Information Management
Architecture
UIMA is was originated by IBM in 2005 and is maintained by the Apache Software
Foundation1 since 2006. Main purpose is to provide a software system for analyzing
unstructured data and allowing the reuse of analysis components. Analytical steps can
be plugged together to a large analysis chain and are also referred to as annotators in
UIMA. These annotators are restricted to be written in Java or C++. Another difference
to the framework presented in this work is the representation of components. In UIMA
every component has an analysis engine descriptor that is used to store metadata about
the annotator. It is a XML file with information about the annotator status, input
and output types and configuration parameters. In a previous step the types have to
be defined in another file called type system descriptor. The annotators can now be
plugged together to a workflow or aggregate analysis engine, which is another XML file
in UIMA. At this point the presented framework simplifies the workflow design since
it is not necessary to write configuration files manually. Futhermore, a efficient way to
explore the design space for an analytical task and the valdation of workflows is not
supported very well.

1

http://uima.apache.org

3.3. Rapidminer
Rapidminer [MWK+ 06] provides a framework for KDD tasks that supports an interactive design of data mining experiments and it is also able to foster text mining tasks. It
aims to reuse and combine existing methods by quickly integrating new ones. It uses the
concept of operator trees as a comprise between directed graphs and operator chains.
While directed graphs can become very complex and not very intuitive, operator chains
might not be sufficient to model analytic processes. With operator trees it is possible
to express loops and conditions with nested steps. These trees can be created with a
graphical user interface and the data types for the operators are checked automatically.
Yale already provides operators for machine learning, visualization and data preprocessing from the box. One advantage of Rapidminer against other approaches is the
capability of using nested operators. This allows Rapidminer to directly support tasks
like cross validation by the concept of operator trees. On the other hand an exploring
the design space of possible solutions is a very time consuming tasks since it uses no
semantic constraints on datasets and components.

3.4. Kepler
Kepler [LAB+ 06] is a scientific workflow system focussing on the execution on grid environments, reproducibility and sharing of computational experiments. It supports loosley
coupled systems to incorporate remote resources and services. For this purpose Kepler
uses web services to achieve this capabilities that can be orchestrated in a scientific workflow. The WSDL describtion of the web service is used to define the input and output
port of the instantiated actor. Since web services can break the execution of a scientific
workflow Kepler tries to make them more reliable by selecting alternate services.

Part II.
Conceptual Formulation
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4. Text Analytics
Purpose of text classification is the automatic sorting of datasets into a defined set of
categories. An overview about existing approaches can be found in [SR02]. In this
thesis the term text classification is divided into supervised and unsupervised tasks. In
a supervised task the datasets contain label information that are used to train a model.
An unsupervised task clusters a set of datasets into a predefined number of clusters.
For supervised learning the classification is only depending on the label information.
No additional knowledge or metadata information is obtained from the datasets since
this is the most general case for text classification. From an high level perspective
text classification consists of a number of recurring tasks. Some of this tasks can be
accomplished by using different algorithms and parameter settings. The selection of the
right algorithms and parameters is crucial for the overall performance of the results.
The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the most important algorithms that
were used in the components. The machine learning community also knows many open
source frameworks that are also used for some computational steps. This frameworks
are also introduced with their main properties.

4.1. Preprocessing of Documents
During the preprocessing step the documents are enriched with additional information
and translated in a suitable notation with the features of the document. This features
are then used to extract information from the original document. The result of this task
is a suitable representation of the document, which can be used to train a model with a
machine learning algorithm. In a first step stop words (e.g., a, the, for, in) are removed
from the documents since they don’t improve the performance of the classifier and the
size of the documents can be reduced. An optional preprocessing step is the splitting of
the datasets in training and testing subsets.
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4.1.1. Stemming
Stemming is used to remove morphological variations from words in the documents.
Main purpose is to group terms with the same or similar meanings together. This
can improve the overal performance of an information retrieval or classification process.
It also can reduce the size of the datasets and thus minimize the execution time in
the following steps. Many different algorithms are known for the stemming and the
framework contains implementations of two of the most common ones.
• Porter Stemmer: The porter stemmer removes suffixes from words in order to
get their single term [Por80]. Main advantage of the porter stemmer in comparison
to other algorithms is his relatively small size. Even large datasets can be processed
by this stemmer in a few secounds.
• Lovins Stemmer: In [Lov68] a stemmer is introduced that was designed for
computational linguistics and information retrieval. It uses rule lists to remove
suffixes from words and aims reform words with the same or similar meaning.
Drawbacks of this implementation is that is was found to be unreliable and slow
for large datasets.

4.1.2. Term Weighting
Term Weighting aims to represent a document as a vector that consists of attributes
and values. The attributes describe terms and the values are the weights for the terms.
This representation is known as the vector 6.3
space
model [MRS08].
The vector space model for scoring
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Next to text classification applications this represengossip
tation is also widely used in the field of information
!v(d1 )
1
→
−
retrieval. In this context V (d) describes the vector
!v(q)
from a document d. Every component in the vector
!v(d2 )
represents a term in the dictionary while the value is
computed with a weighting scheme. The representaθ
tion of a document in the vector space model is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In this case the documents only
!v(d3 )
0
consist of the two words jealous and gossip. With this
jealous
0
1
representation the similarity of different documents
Figure
4.1.:
Cosine
can be computed. One way to compute the !similarity
Figure 6.10 Cosine
similarity
illustrated.
sim(dsimilarity
1 , d2 ) = cos θ.
is the magnitude of the vectors.

COSINE SIMILARITY

(6.10)

each term. This representation loses the relative ordering of the terms in each
document; recall our example from Section 6.2 (page 117), where we pointed
out that the documents Mary is quicker than John and John is quicker than Mary
are identical in such a bag of words representation.
How do we quantify the similarity between two documents in this vector
space? A first attempt might consider the magnitude of the vector difference
between two document vectors. This measure suffers from a drawback: two
documents with very similar content can have a significant vector difference
simply because one is much longer than the other. Thus the relative distributions of terms may be identical in the two documents, but the absolute term
frequencies of one may be far larger.
To compensate for the effect of document length, the standard way of
quantifying the similarity between two documents d1 and d2 is to compute
! (d1 ) and V
! ( d2 )
the cosine similarity of their vector representations V
sim(d1 , d2 ) =

! ( d1 ) · V
! ( d2 )
V

,

The disadvantage of this solution is that similar documents might a different magnitude just because one document is longer than the other. A better way to compare
to documents is the cosine similarity . It normalizes the length of the vectors in the
denominator of the equation to result in the dot product of the unit vectors.
→
−
→
−
V (d1 ) · V (d2 )
sim(d1 , d2 ) = →
−
→
−
| V (d1 )|| V (d2 )|

(4.1)

Terms in the document that appear more often need a higher value in comparison to
other terms. A weight has to consider this for every term. The easiest way to compute
the weight is the term frequency that is denoted with tft,d . It counts the occurence
of the word t in the document d. More sophisticated computations of the weight are
necessary because the very basic approach of the term frequency is not a good solution
in some situations. A word might might achieve a very high term frequency although
is not relevant for the classification of documents. Table 4.1 gives an example for this
relation in a test dataset.
Word
try
insurance

cf
10422
10440

df
8760
3997

Table 4.1.: Collection frequency (cf) and document frequency (df) for test dataset
The collection frequency of a term is defined as the total number of term occurrences
in the entire corpus. Both terms in the example seem to have a similar value for the
corpus frequency. The document frequency however shows another picture for both
terms. The document frequency is defined as the number of documents in which the
term appears. With this behavior the document frequency should be preferred compared
to a computation with the collection frequency.
• Term Frequency: A widely used improvement for the term frequency is to normalize the values. A term appearing five times in a document is not necessarily five
times more important than a single occurrence. The term frequency is modified
with the use of the logarithm. However, the term frequency still has the problem
of very common terms. These terms often don’t describe documents better.
(

wt,d =

1 + log10 tft,d
0

if tft,d > 0
else

(4.2)

• Inverse Document Frequency: The document frequency can be used for the
weighting with the given Formula 4.3. N denotes the total number of documents
in the corpus and dft stands for the document frequency of the term t. As a result
rare words have a high idf value and frequent words are lower rated. The log in the
formula normalizes the value similar to the modified term frequency computation.
idft = log

N
dft

(4.3)

• Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency: The term frequency and
the inverse document frequency can be combined to produce a composite weight.
Formula 4.4 illustrates the new tf − idft,d computation. The assigned weight for
a term is highest when it occurs many times in a small number of documents
resulting in better features for the classification. On the other side it is lower in
case a term appears in many documents or fewer times in a document.
tf − idft,d = (1 + log tft,d ) · log

N
dft

(4.4)

The framework contains more implemented term weighting components that are not
explained here. Among them are for instance the corpus frequency and the document
frequency that are both computed in a similar way.

4.2. Feature Selection
One of the main difficulties in text classification is the high dimensionality of the feature
space. Since some classifier like neural networks have problems with such a large number
of nodes, feature selection is an important step to reduce the features of the training
set without affecting the classification results negatively. In [YP97] some of the most
common feature selection techniques are applied on text classification and the reduction
of high dimensional problems.

4.2.1. Information Gain
Information gain (IG) measures the number of bits of information that can be achieved
for category prediction by knowing if a term occurs in a document or not. The definition
uses {ci }m
i=1 as a set of categories in the target space.

G(t) = −

m
X

Pr (ci ) log Pr (ci )

i=1

+Pr (t)
+Pr (t̄)

m
X
i=1
m
X

Pr (ci |t) log Pr (ci |t)

(4.5)

Pr (ci |t̄) log Pr (ci |t̄)

i=1

The information gain for every feature is computed in the training corpus and in case the
value is lower than a defined threshold the feature is removed from the corpus. The time
complexity in the formula comes from the estimation of the conditional probabilities and
the entropy computation. For the probability estimation the time complexity is O(N )
and the space space complexity is O(V N ). N is the number of training documents and V
is the size of the vocabluary. For the entropy computation the complexity is O(V m).

4.2.2. Mutual Information
Mutual information (MI) is widely used in statistical language modeling of word associations and is defined as:
I(t, c) = log

Pr (t ∧ c)
Pr (t) × Pr (c)

(4.6)

It can be approximated with a two-way contingency table for a term t and a category c.
It contains as A the number of times t and c occur together. B stands for the number
of times t occurs without c. C is the number of times c occurs without t and N is the
overall number documents in the corpus:
I(t, c) ≈ log

A×N
(A + C) × (A + B)

(4.7)

The formula evaluates to zero if t and c are independent. The computation is slightly
modified for a global feature selection for every term. All terms with a mutual information below a predefined threshold are removed from the training set:
Iavg (t) =

m
X

Pr (ci )I(t, ci )

(4.8)

Imax (t) = maxm
i=1 {I(t, ci )}

(4.9)

i=1

The computation of MI as a time complexity of O(V m) which is similar to the complexity
of the IG computation.

4.2.3. Chi Square
Chi square (CS) is a statistic that measures the lack of independence between t and c.
It uses a two-contingency table similar to the computation of the mutual information.
The definition of the chi square criterion is:
N × (AD − CB)2
χ (t, c) =
(A + C) × (B + D) × (A + B) × (C + D)
2

(4.10)

In the case t and c are independent the value for the chi square has a value of zero. The
computed values are combined into two scores that are used for the feature selection:
χ2avg (t) =

m
X

Pr (ci )χ2 (t, ci )

(4.11)

i=1
2
χ2max (t) = maxm
i=1 {χ (t, ci )}

(4.12)

Similar to MI and IG the complexity of chi square is quadratic. The difference to MI
and IG is that the value is normalized. This makes them comparable between terms of
the same category as long as no low-frequency terms are involved in the computation.

4.3. Machine Learning
The number of machine learning algorithms that have been applied in text classification
is very extensive and explaining all of them is not possible in this work. However, this
chapter will introduce the most important algorithms that were mainly used for the
computational experiments. It divides the algorithms into supervised and unsupervised
document classification tasks. The difference between both is that in unsupervised
document classification the datasets provide no label information and are clustered into
a predefined number.

4.3.1. Support Vector Machines
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A support vector machine is a supervised learning technique that can be used mit many
different classification functions. It computes a decision boundary with the closest training patterns and uses this boundary to classify new patterns. In [Bea92] an algorithm
is presented to find the optimal margin between the decision boundary and the training
patterns.

w

Figure 4.2.: Hyperplane with margin
The closest training patterns are the support vectors and they are denoted with an
additional border in Figure 4.2. The linear decision function D(x) = wx + b divides the

patterns into one of the two classes in this example, while w is the normal vector to the
hyperplane. In this simply example a very simple linear threshold function was used. A
more complicated function like polynomial classifiers or radial basic function networks
can be used with support vector machines.
Support vector machines were applied to related problems in previous work [Joa97].
They are very powerful in this domain since they use the margin to the decision boundary
to measure the complexity of hypotheses. This allows them to learn independent from
the dimensionality of the feature space, which is especially useful for text classification
since it has to deal with many features.

4.3.2. Decision Trees
Tree-based models divide the input space into discrete regions and assign simple constants to each region. The example in Figure 4.3 is taken from [Bis06] and shows recursive
binary partitioning of the input space. In the context of text analytics and classification
in particular the assigned discrete regions might stand for a class variable.
y

E
θ3

B

C

D

θ2
A

x
θ1

θ4

Figure 4.3.: Input space that is partitioned into five regions.

The regions are divided by the parameters θ that capture the occurrence of a single
word in the document to be classified. This parameter needs to computed first with
the vectors from the term weighting step in the workflow. All these computations are
executed during the training step resulting in a decision tree, which is used in the
classification step.
According to [Mit97] decision trees can be considered if some prerequisites are fulfilled.
These prerequisites include that the instance can be described as attribute and value
pairs. The target function also has to be discrete valued and it might be that the
hypothesis function has to be disjunctive. In this work the C4.5 classifier is used to
elude some of this requirements. It is a modified decision tree that is able to work
with less restrictive datasets. The presented algorithm [Qui93] is able to handle missing
values in the features and continues data can be used for classification. Another feature
is the pruning of trees, that is removing branches in the tree which are not improving
the overall performance.

x > θ1

y ≤ θ2

y > θ3
x ≤ θ4

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 4.4.: Decision tree for the input space in Figure 4.3
The corresponding decision tree for the input space is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Nodes in
the decision tree are used to test an attribute and every branch corresponds to a single
value. Leafs in the tree assign a classification for every vector of attributes. In the first
step the node divides the entire input space into two parts depending on whether the
paramter x  θ1 or x  θ1 evaluates to true. The two subregions are again divided
independent from each other, so that for instance the region x  θ1 is further divided
depending on whether y  θ2 or y  θ2 . After this last split the leafs of the binary

tree are reached to result in the region A respectively B. In a text classification example
these region correspond to the predicted label of the document.
One drawback of using a decision tree for text classification tasks is the overall time
to train the model. The overall complexity of a decision tree is O(mkvn), where m
stands for the number of classes, k for the average tree depth, v for the size of the used
vocabulary and n for the number of documents in the training corpus.

4.3.3. Naive Bayes
Another popular algorithm for many practical problems is the Naive Bayes classifier.
According to [Bis06] it uses the entire feature space assuming that the individual attributes are statistically independent. In this setting the variable v describes the class
variable and a stands for the attributes respectively features. With the Bayes’ theorem the relationship the conditional probability between a1 , a2 , . . . an and vj can also be
rewritten as follows:

vM AP = argmax P (vj |a1 , a2 , . . . , an )

(4.13)

vj ∈V

P (a1 , a2 , . . . , an |vj )P (vj )
P (a1 , a2 , . . . , an )

(4.14)

= argmax P (a1 , a2 , . . . , an |vj )P (vj )

(4.15)

= argmax
vj ∈V
vj ∈V

In the step 4.14 the denominator is a constant since all attributes are known, so that it
is omitted in the next equation. The remaining nominator can be computed using the
joint probability, which leads to the equation 4.16. In an optional step not shown here
the omitted constant P (a1 , a2 , . . . , a3 ) can be used to scale the result.
P (a1 , a2 , . . . , an |vj) =

n
Y

P (ai |vj )

(4.16)

P (ai |vj )

(4.17)

i=1

vN B = argmax P (vj )
vj ∈V

n
Y
i=1

In a machine learning environment the class variable vN B is selected with the highest
probability from the set of V . While the original Naive Bayes deals with words in a text
classification task by modeling the presence or absence of every word in a document, a
modified version of this classifier called Multinomial Naive Bayes uses word counts at
this place. The details of this approach and an experimental comparison of both can be
found in [MN98a]. The text analytic framework uses this modified version of the Naive
Bayes classifier.

4.3.4. Evaluation
A classifer can be evaluated with different measures. The training efficiency measure
the time necessary to build a classifier for a given corpus, while the classification efficiency captures the time to classify a document. Finally, the effectiveness measures the
correctness of a classifier. Although all three parameters are important for building document classification applications, the effectiveness is considered as the most important
criterion since it is the best criterion for comparing different experiments [SR02]. The
efficiency parameter depend on different execution platforms of the experiments.
Before the actual effectiveness of a classifier can be computed a confusion matrix [KP98]
needs to be created first. The confusion matrix uses the predicted and actual instances
for a single label. The true positives and true negatives indicate instances that are
correctly classified. A true positive is an instance that belongs to the label and has also
been detected by the classifier. In the second case a true negative does not belong to
the label and the classifier was able to detect this. On the other hand false positive and
false negatives are instances that are incorrectly classified.
XX

XXX predicted
XXX
XXX
actual
X

Positive
Negative

Positive

Negative

TP
FP

FN
TN

Table 4.2.: Confusion matrix
For single-label classification a good way to measure the effectiveness is the accuracy ,
which indicates the percentage of correct classification decisions. For multi-labeld classification the accuracy results can be very misleading in case the labels are unbalanced. In
an unbalanced dataset one particular label contains much more instances then another

label. A better way to measure the effectiveness for multi-label classification is the use
of precision and recall . Both equations are illustrated in Table 4.3.
Microaveraging

Macroaveraging

P|C|

Precision (π)

π = P|C|

i=1 T Pi

T Pi + F P i
P|C|
i=1 T Pi

π=

i=1

Recall (ρ)

ρ = P|C|

i=1

T Pi + F N i

ρ=

P|C|

P|C|

P|C|

P|C|

i=1 πi
=
|C|

i=1

|C|

ρi

=

T Pi
i=1 T Pi +F Pi

|C|
T Pi
i=1 T Pi +F Ni

|C|

Table 4.3.: Precision and recall for microaveraging and macroaveraging
The precision represents the percentage of documents that deemed to belong to the
category ci and actually belong to it, while the recall is the percentage of documents
from a category ci that are deemed to belong to it. For multi-labeled datasets the
precision and recall must be averaged over the individual categories. This can be done
with microaveraging or macroaveraging. In microaveraging the categories count more if
they have a higher number of positive training examples.
Macroaveraging in turn counts all categories the same way and just averages with the
number of categories. The combination of both measurements is important since it is
possible to emphasize the recall with expense to the precision respectively in the other
direction.

5. Related Work in Text Analytics
In [SBB+ 07], prominent members of the machine learning community argue for the need
to share software and data sets to facilitate experimentation and learning. There are
already widely-used libraries such as MLC++ [Koh96] and Weka [WFT+ 99]. The popularity of these systems demonstrates the demand for accessible machine learning codes.
Although Weka provides basic functionality to compose codes into workflows, it does
not provide any curriculum or facilities for training users to acquire the skills to create
complex data analysis applications. A workflow approach for text analytics is used in
the IBM UIMA system [FL04], which has been used for text analytics by assembling
semantic analysis and search components. It has been very successful in applications of
natural language processing, but requires manual construction of the workflow including the interfaces between different components. None of these approaches provide a
structured framework for exploration or learning. Educational tools that use scientific
data sets in a few domains have been investigated in [DMG+ 06, SDD+ 08]. No such tools
exist for data analytics or text analytics.

5.1. Gestalt
Gestalt [PBD+ 10] is a user-centered environment for data analytics that is designed for
software engineers and guides them through pipelines that include data cleansing and
visualization steps. It focuses on classification tasks and has two high-level perspectives
for this purpose: an implementation perspective and an analysis perspective. In the
implementation perspective a software engineer can edit code and design the pipelines.
The analysis perspective visualizes the computed information and is used to follow the
data moving through the pipeline. A similarity can be drawn to the coding and debug
perspectives of modern developing environments. Gestalt aims to provide solutions for
general problems without specializing on a single domain. For this purpose it uses a
structured set of explicit steps that can be refined by scripts written in an additional
editor. Debugging is supported by indicating which steps in the general structure were
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executed successfully or aborted with an error. The intermediate steps in the pipeline
can also be used to create visualizations helping an engineer to comprehend inaccuracies
for the machine learning tasks. Since Gestalt is developed to solve general machine
learning problems domain specific solutions can achieve results more effectively.

5.2. Weka
A well known library with a variety of implemented machine learning algorithms is
Weka [WFT+ 99]. It is widely used in industry as well as research for its classifiers and
filters. The algorithms are mainly written in Java including wrapper classes for external
classifiers like LibSVM[CL11]. All components can be executed with command line
arguments providing many options and parameters to specialize every execution. Main
benefit of Weka is to make machine learning algorithms easily applicable. However, in
text analytic tasks machine learning is only one step in the entire process and Weka’s
workflow capabilities are also very limited.

5.3. Machine Learning Library
The Machine Learning Library is written in C++ and provides an environment to test
algorithms with regard to their performance to a given dataset and to develop new
algorithms. It was used in previous experiments to compare a large number of datasets
and classifiers against each other. For software developers MLC++ provides a number of
predefined classes and data structures to reduce the necessary development time. With
this characteristics the library is mainly targeting software developers that want to build
applications and extend the capabilities. Due to a missing graphical user interface for
the interactive design of experiments it requires a large initial effort to use the library.

6. Workflow Orchestration Policies
The orchestration of a workflow has to follow specific constraints and requirements every
researcher has to consider when performing computational experiments. Not all components can be combined with each other and some of them need preprocessing steps for
their datasets before they can be executed. In this section the most import policies for
the workflow orchestration are introduced.

6.1. Forwarding Semantic Metadata
The semantic metadata for the datasets can change whenever a component makes
changes on the dataset. This information is important for other components in the
workflow in case a policy needs this information to validate the workflow. In the easiest
case the metadata for a dataset only has to be processed through the workflow. For this
rules for the forwarding of semantic metadata have to provided by the framework.
• F1: The term weighting that has been used to create the vector space model
representation has to be stored with the dataset. It also has to be forwarded
through every compenent in the workflow that uses this computed results.
• F2: Similar to the term weighting the information about the used stemmer has
to be stored along with the dataset. Future components in the workflow might
need this metadata, so that this information needs to be forwarded through other
components.
• F3: Every dataset that is used in the framework has a varying number of labels.
This information is necessary for future steps in workflow and has to be forwarded
through the components.
• F4: Before a multi-label dataset can be used with the machine learning and feature
selection problems it has to be converted in several single-label datasets. This
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information has to be forwarded in case a component in the workflow needs to
check this information.
• F5: In case a multi-label dataset has be transformed by a component to a singlecomponent dataset, the metadata information from F4 has to be updated to the
new value.
• F6: The collection size of the dataset is a valuable information to estimate the
overall execution time or reduce datasets if the workflow is executed on a resource
with limited computation resources.
• F7: Every time a model is computed for a dataset it also has to store metadata
about the used machine learning algorithm and following components have to be
able to retrieve this information.
• F8: The classifier is just like the modeler an important metadata information that
can be used to validate the workflow. Thus, it has to be available in the workflow
and the metadata of the prediction results.

6.2. Invalidation Contraints
Invalidation constraints are necessary in case a combination of components is not allowed
or the use of a particular dataset produces wrong results. These constraints will use the
semantic metadata to obtain information about the current status of the datasets and
use this to decide if a component can be executed on them. In case a dataset doesn’t
fulfill the requirements of the component the entire workflow is rejected and can not be
executed.
• I1: Every component that is not able to process multi-labeled datasets has to
reject a dataset with this metdata information. As a result the particular invalid
workflow instance has to be rejected with this policy.
• I2: The classifier algorithm that is used to compute the prediction for a dataset
has to be same one like the modeler algorithm that was used to create the model.
• I3: In case a workflow uses more than one term weighting component, for instance
to generate the feature for a training and a testing set, a constraint has to make
sure both concrete implementations are the same in the workflow.

• I4: Different stemmer implementations in one workflow would create wrong results.
A constraint has to invalidate workflow that used different stemmers and reject
this workflow instances.

6.3. Workflow Execution
A workflow that has not been rejected with an invalidation constraint can still be executed in a wrong way if the input datasets and parameters are choosen inproperly. To
prevent this problems additional policies for the workflow execution are necessary. Usually this policies are not specifically related to a component and more to the datasets
and parameters that are used in the particular workflow.
• W1: Workflows that use a training dataset and a testing dataset to evaluate the
effectiveness of a classification has to make sure that both dataset are different from
each other. Using the same datasets would result in misleading result metrics for
the classification.
• W2: The vocabular file is necessary to transform every word into a unique number
identifier. Different vocabular files in the same workflow would result in an error
or a wrong translation in the feature format.
• W3: Removing of stop words that appears more that once in a workflow has to
use the same stop word list to avoid obscurities with the classification results.

Part III.
Applications and Experiments
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7. Workflow Design
The workflow design includes the specification of the catalogs with the datasets and the
components as well as the workflow templates. Before a workflow template can use a
component or be executed with a dataset they have to be specified and uploadet first.
Once a component is uploaded it can be replaced with a newer version as long as the
interfaces are not changed for the component.

7.1. Catalog Specifications
Datasets are uploaded to the data catalog within a defined type and their metadata
attributes are specified in Wings. For the components the necessary libraries and the
executable implementations are also uploaded. The interfaces for every componend are
specified with a type from the data catalog. This information is used to make sure components are always used with the right types for the input datasets and parameters.

7.1.1. Experimental Datasets
The research community uses many different datasets to perform experiments and compare the metrics of various algorithms against each other. This work uses some of the
most common datasets to evaluate the text analytic framework presented in this work.
The main advantages of using existing datasets is the possibility to verfiy the results
with previous work in text classification and text clustering research. All the datasets
were collected from various sources and labelled manually into categories.
In a first step all of them are preprocessed to the same bag of words data format, which
contains all instances of the dataset in a single file. Every line in this file represents an
instance beginning with the label identifier and followed by the words of the dataset.
The characterisitcs of every dataset are summarized in the following sections.
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20 Newsgroups
The 20 Newsgroups1 dataset contains a collection of newsgroup documents that are
categorized into 20 topics. One of the labels from Table 7.1 is assigned to every single
document in the dataset except for some very few exceptions. The number of documents
for each label is almost equally distributed in the collection so that there is no category
dominating the dataset.
Class
alt.atheism
comp.graphics
comp.os.ms-windows.misc
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware
comp.sys.mac.hardware
comp.windows.x
misc.forsale
rec.autos
rec.motorcycles
rec.sport.baseball
rec.sport.hockey
sci.crypt
sci.electronics
sci.med
sci.space
soc.religion.christian
talk.politics.guns
talk.politics.mideast
talk.politics.misc
talk.religion.misc
Total

Total # docs
799
973
966
982
963
985
975
989
996
994
999
991
984
990
987
996
909
940
775
628
18821

Table 7.1.: Labels from the 20 Newsgroups dataset
In [RSTK03, MN98b] the newsgroups dataset was evaluated with Naive Bayes for text
classification and [LXZH09] used it in a feature selction framework. It was also applied
to support vector machines in [RR01] and various other machine learning algorithms.
1

http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/

WebKB
Also known as WebKB2 the 4 universities dataset was originally collected to extract
symbolic knowledge of hypertext from the world wide web. It contains web pages that
were collected from from computer science departments of some universities. The web
pages are classified by hand into four categories that are shown in Table 7.2:
Class
project
course
faculty
student
Total

Total # docs
504
930
1124
1641
4199

Table 7.2.: Labels from the WebKB dataset
The dataset was evaluated in [MN98b, TCG+ 05] with many different classifiers and parameter setups. Feature selection methods for the WebKB dataset were also investigated
in [WL04]. Since the dataset was used for learning tasks in the world wide web, related
work [SLN02] also uses it to classify web pages with context features like hyplinks and
tags. In this work the dataset is used only with the plain text for classification tasks.
Reuters 21578
The Reuters 215783 dataset is a collection of documents that appeared in the Reuters
newswire in 1987. In this work the dataset is used in various different subsets with
regard to the number of labels [DS04]. The R8 subset with its labes is shown in Table
7.3. Despite this subset there this work also uses the R52 subset, which basically only
contains more labels. The only multi-labeled dataset that is used in the framework is
the R10 subset.
Support vector machines have been used with the dataset in [Joa97]. In [LXZH09] the
dataset is also used perform tests with different feature selection methods that are also
implemented in this framework.

2
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Class
acq
crude
earn
grain
interest
money-fx
ship
trade
Total

Total # docs
2292
374
3923
51
271
293
144
326
7674

Table 7.3.: Labels from the R8 dataset

7.1.2. Components
This section will summarize the most important characteristics of the components that
are used in the framework. The components for the preprocessing of the documents
and the feature selection were mainly implemented by the author, while the machine
learning components take advantage of existing open source libraries. In a first step
every component has to be declared in Wings with its input, output arguments and
the paramters with the corresponding types for them. In the second step rules can be
defined for every component to express restrictions or validate the orchestration of the
components in a workflow.
Implementations
A summary of all components is illustrated in Figure 7.1. It is plotted with the OntoGraf
from Protégé Ontology Editor System4 . The input file for this visualization was taken
from the Wings Component Catalog. Similar to the components the used types from
the data catalog are in Figure 7.2. The capabilites of every component are described
next with the used implementations and their input, output and parameter types. For
the abstract components all concrete components are outlined since they have the same
interfaces.
• Classifier: The classifier component uses the framework MATLABArsenal5 that
4
5
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Figure 7.1.: Visualization of the component ontology
already has a wide range of algorithms. It also serves as a wrapper for other implementations like the LibSVM that is described in [CL11]. The input for this component is a feature that represents the test dataset and two model files consisting
of one file with model information and the actual model. The model information
file is necessary for MATLABArsenal and contains metadata about the used learning algorithm. The resulting file containts a prediction for every instance in the
training dataset.

Figure 7.2.: Visualization of the data ontology
– Input: Feature, Model, Model
– Output: Prediction
– Implementation: MATLABArsenal
– Concrete Components: DecisionTree, GMM, kNN, LibSVM, LogitReg,
NaiveBayes

• Clustering: Data clustering is achieved with CLUTO6 which is a software package
with some of the most techniques for document clustering. A comparision of these
techniques can be found in [SKK00] with some of the dataset that are also used in
this framework. The component uses the to vocabular files to assign features for
the columns and rows of the final result and an integer to specify the number of
clusters CLUTO shall elaborate. The result is a prediction file with results metrics
for every cluster.
– Input: Vocabular, Vocabular, Feature
– Parameter: Integer
– Output: Prediction
– Implementation: CLUTO
– Concrete Components: Agglo, Bagglo, Direct, Graph, RB, RBR
• Correlation Score: The algorithms presented in Section 4.2 were implemented
in Matlab for this work. The input for these component is a feature file that is
processed by Matlab to compute the correlation score for every feature.
– Input: Feature
– Output: Score
– Implementation: Matlab
– Concrete Components: ChiSquared, InformationGain, MutualInformation
• Modeler: Similar to the classifier component the modeler uses the MATLABArsenal framework and trains a model from the a feature file with is the training set
in this case. The data format is also the same for all of the implemented machine
learning algorithms so that all of them can be used for the component.
– Input: Feature
– Output: Model, Model
– Implementation: MATLABArsenal

6

http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/cluto/cluto/overview

– Concrete Components: DecisionTree, GMM, kNN, LibSVM, LogitReg,
NaiveBayes
• Stemmer: The described stemmers from Section 4.1.1 are used by this component. The implementations for the Porter Algorithm7 and the Lovins Algorithm8
are already availabe as open source software.
– Input: Dataset
– Output: Stemmed
– Implementation: Java
– Concrete Components: Porter, Lovins
• TermWeighting: In Section 4.1.2 are the most common algorithms described
that were implemented for the framework. The component accepts are dataset
and transforms it into the corresponding vector space model representation with
the weighted features.
– Input: Dataset
– Output: Vector
– Implementation: Java, Python
– Concrete Components: TF, TF_IDF, CF, DF, IDF
The concrete components that can not be further specialized are described next. Only
the concrete components for the abstract steps are not described again since they inherit
the interfaces.
• Evaluate: The evaluation metrics described in Section 4.3.4 are implemented in
Java and compute the precision, recall and F measure based on the prediction from
a classifier.
– Input: Prediction
– Output: Score
– Implementation: Java
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• FeatureSelection: After the correlation score computes a score for every feature
this component selects the a number of the best features that is given by the
percentage. All other features are removed from the feature input file.
– Input: CorrelationScore, Feature
– Parameter: Integer
– Output: Selected
– Implementation: Java, Python
• Format: The feature generation format finishes with this component. It converts
the vector space model representation into a format that is readable for upcoming
components in the framework. Since the high dimensional datasets for text analytics have many zero values this component uses a sparse format. The vocabular
is necessary to translate every feature into a unique number in case the dataset is
splitted into a training and testing set beforehand.
– Input: Vocabular, Vector
– Output: Feature
– Implementation: Java, Python
• FormatCluto: The data format for the CLUTO framework is slightly different
from the data format in MATLABArsenal. This component is used to create the
feature representation the corresponds to the policies of CLUTO. It also generates
two vocabular files that are used with CLUTO to assign the feature identifier to
the result.
– Input: Vector
– Output: Vocabular, Vocabular, Feature
– Implementation: Java
• ImportMallet: Before the Mallet [McC02] software can be used with the dataset
it has to be imported in a first step. The input dataset can be stemmed or preprocessed before it is used with this component.
– Input: Dataset
– Output: Mallet
– Implementation: Mallet

• Multi2Binary: Multi-labeled datasets can be analyzed with the framework by
transforming them into several single-labeled datasets. As a result the original
vector space model representation is transformed into several vector files. The
number of vector files dependes on the number of labels the dataset has.
– Input: Vector
– Output: Vector
– Implementation: Java
• PlotScore: This component visualizes the result from the correlation score component with a Matlab plot. Analyzing this plot can improve the understanding of
different dataset and the impact of changing preprocessing steps in the workflos.
– Input: CorrelationScore
– Output: Picture
– Implementation: Matlab
• Reduce: The computation time for the workflows highly depends on the execution
environment of Wings. It might be a good approach to start experiments with a
smaller subset of the dataset to find the best components and parameter settings.
This component takes a dataset and reduces it to the given percentage in the
parameter.
– Input: Dataset
– Parameter: Integer
– Output: Dataset
– Implementation: Java
• SmallWords: Another preprocessing for text analytics is the removal of small
words in the dataset. It also has a size parameter specifies the constraint to
remove words from the dataset. This is an optional step that doesn’t change the
type of the input.
– Input: Dataset
– Parameter: Integer
– Output: Dataset

– Implementation: Java
• Split: Some sources provide dataset already splitted into training and testing set.
If this is not the case the dataset can be split with this component. Before it splits
the component with the given parameter for the training set percentage it shuffles
the dataset instances.
– Input: Dataset
– Parameter: Integer
– Output: Dataset, Dataset
– Implementation: Java
• StopWords: Many words in the documents have no information the is useful for
a classification or clustering task. These words are known as stop words and are
removed with this component. For this purpose the component uses a stop word
list that contains the word that are removed from the dataset.
– Input: StopWords, Dataset
– Output: Datset
– Implementation: Java, Python
• TrainTopics: A topic model is created from the imported mallet file with this
component. It uses the mallet software with a number of configuration parameters.
– Input: Mallet
– Parameter: int, int, int, int, int
– Output: DataObject, DataObject, DataObject, DataObject, TopicState
– Implementation: Java
• Vocabular: Given two datasets this component creates a vocabular with the
labels and unique words in both files. The resulting vocabular file is necessary to
assign unique numbers for the words in the dataset while it is transformed with
the format component.
– Input: Dataset, Dataset
– Output: Vocabular
– Implementation: Java

7.2. Workflow Templates
The text analytic framework consists of a number of workflow templates that can be
used for different tasks. Some of these workflow can be put together to a large workflow
in order to execute all necessary steps in one single run. Before this big workflow is
presented this section will elaborate the subworkflows first.
This section is also divided into several categories for the different tasks. An independent step is the feature generation that is responsible for preprocessing datasets and
generating a suitable vector format. It can be used with supervised and unsupervised
learning techniques with many different configuration options to find the best possible
solution. Another application example are workflows for topic modeling tasks that can
use the preprocessing of datasets. The templates are designed to support general text
analytic tasks that can be found in many different domains. In case additional steps are
necessary for a specific domain, the workflow templates can be adapted by just adding
or removing components from the workflows. This capability is also very useful to perform computational experiments with changing components and configurations. The
main goal of the workflow templates is not only to make predefined solutions available
for text analytic tasks. It is also a good starting point for novice researcher to perform
new computational experiments since the existing solution can be easily extended. The
policies for the orchestration of the workflows from Section 6.1 that are expressed in the
Jena Rule Syntax9 .
Presenting all useful workflow templates is not expedient for this work and therefore only
the most common workflows of the framework are explained next. It also outlines the
previous defined rules with examples in particular workflow templates. The experimental
results of these workflows are summarized in the upcoming sections.

7.2.1. Feature Generation
In the feature generation workflow illustrated in Figure 7.3 an input dataset is preprocessed by removing stop and small words first. The StopWords component uses the
input file Words that contains a list of common stop words that are removed from the
dataset. The SmallWords component removes all words smaller then the given Size.
These two steps are followed by the abstract components for the stemming and the term
weighting.
9
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Figure 7.3.: Preprocessing of a dataset with stemming and term weighting
The components in this workflow have constraints to adhere the workflow orchestration
policies that were defined in 6. This constraints are summarized:
• F1: In a first step the concrete instance of the term weighting component has to

be stored in the metadata of the output. This rule is the example for the term
frequency-inverse document frequency component and has to be repeated for the
other instances.
1
2
3

(? c rdf : type pcdom : TF _ IDFClass )
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Vector ")
-> (? odv dcdom : u sedTer mWeigh ting " TF _ IDF ")

With the metadata information stored in the variable usedTermWeighting the value
has to be forwarded in the components that use this vector. The following rule
gives an example for the Format component and has to be repeated for the other
relevant components in the workflows.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : FormatClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Vector ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Feature ")
(? idv dcdom : us edTerm Weigh ting ? s )
-> (? odv dcdom : u sedTer mWeigh ting ? s )

• F2: The particular stemmer is stored in the metadata variable usedStemmer and
the following rule shows the example for the Porter Stemmer component. The
same rule also exists for the Lovins Stemmer that is also used in the framework.
1
2
3

(? c rdf : type pcdom : Po rt er Ste mm er Cl as s )
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Stem ")
-> (? odv dcdom : usedStemmer " PorterStemmer ")

The forwarding for this metadata variable is examplified with the Term Weighting component. This rule will be applied on all concrete instances of the Term
Weighting component. This rule also works independent of the concrete stemmer
implementation that is used in the particular workflow.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : Te rm We igh ti ng Cl as s )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Dataset ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Vector ")
(? idv dcdom : usedStemmer ? s )
-> (? odv dcdom : usedStemmer ? s )

• F3: The metadata information about the number of labels in the dataset is already
added in the data catalog. Thus, it only has to be forwarded through the workflow
and evaluated in the right component. The following rule exemplifies this for the
component that removes the stop words from the dataset.

1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : StopWordsClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Dataset ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Removed ")
(? idv dcdom : numberOfLabels ? l )
-> (? odv dcdom : numberOfLabels ? l )

• F4: Similar to the number of labels the information if the dataset is multi-labeld is
also added initially to the dataset in the data catalog. The value for this metadata
variable is again forwarded through the worklfow.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : SmallWordsClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Dataset ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Removed ")
(? idv dcdom : isMultiLabel ? f )
-> (? odv dcdom : isMultiLabel ? f )

Executing this workflow will result in several workflow instances with a combination of
the concrete components for the abstract steps. Every component for term weighting is
combined with every single stemmer component in the framework, so that this workflow
template has six workflow instances. The last Format step translates the Vector to the
feature format.

Figure 7.4.: Correlation score and feature selection

The generated feature file can now be used with different components and workflows.
In Figure 7.4 it is used to compute the Score with an abstract component called CorrelationScore. This file contains a tuple for every feature with the unique number of
the feature and the correlation score. The FeatureSelection component reads the file
along with a parameter called Percentage that selects the best feature according the
score. The purpose of the feature selection is on the one hand to reduce the size of the
dataset and on the other hand to improve the classification results since only the best
features are selected and noisy ones are removed from the dataset. A smaller dataset
is desireable because it increases the training and the classification efficiency of the machine learning algorithm. The most difficult part is to find the right size for the feature
selection component. A very high value for the percentage parameter might deteriorate
the effectiveness of the classification. The only way to find the best component and
parameter values for this step is to compare computational experiments with different
settings.

Figure 7.5.: Visualizing the results from the CorrelationScore component

Another possibility to use the computed score is to analyze the values for every feature
with an additional component called plotScore that is shown in Figure 7.5. This can be
very useful to understand the characteristics of the dataset or comprehend the impact of
changes in the feature generation workflow. The component is extracted to a seperate
workflow since it is not necessary to compute the overall results.
The disadvantage of this solution would be more computation time and a higher amount
of generated data. This example illustrates the benefits of having a workflow framework
preconfigured and be able to just replace components to add analyze methods without
having to spent much time on configurating software for it.

Figure 7.6.: Transfsorming multi-labeld datasets
The feature generation for multi-labeled datasets needs the additional Multi2Binary
component for the transformation of the dataset. The workflow template is shown in
Figure 7.6 and can only executed with multi-label datasets. Otherwise the invalidation
rule I1 rejects the workflow so that it can not be executed. The result of the component
is a collection of single-labeled files. Every file of this collection is processed with the

Format component to create the feature files. During this step the forwarding rule F5
changes the metadata information so that the resulting files can now be used with the
other components.
• F5: The conversion from a multi-labeled to a single-labeled dataset is done with
the Multi2Binary component. After this step the metadata information from the
dataset is updated to match the current status after the component transformed it.
In difference to the previous metadata variables isMultiLabel is from type boolean
is this case.
1
2
3
4

(? c rdf : type pcdom : Multi 2 BinaryClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " MultiLabeled ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " BinaryLabeled ")
-> (? odv dcdom : isMultiLabel " false "^^ xsd : boolean )

• I1: The Multi2Binary component expects a multi-labeled dataset and transforms
it into several single-labeled dataset. The component only works properly under
this constraint and rule that make sure this constraint is always fulfilled is shown
next.
1
2
3
4

(? c rdf : type pcdom : Multi 2 BinaryClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " MultiLabeled ")
(? idv dcdom : isMultiLabel " false "^^ xsd : boolean )
-> (? c ac : isInvalid " true "^^ xsd : boolean )

7.2.2. Supervised Learning
In supervised learning the label information from every instance is used to train a model.
The model is then used to classify another dataset into one of the labels that was used
for training. This kind of learning task can be applied to many different fields like text
categorization.
As soon as it comes to organizing and handling large collections of documents this technology becomes very powerful [SR02]. The most basic workflow for this task is shown
in Figure 7.7. The modeler and classifier are abstract components so that different machine learning algorithms can be easily selected for this workflow. The input files for
both components have to be in the feature format. This is also a good example for
the invalidation constraint I2 to ensure the same algorithm is used for both components. As a result of this only workflow instances are created that are valid against this
constraint.

Figure 7.7.: Training a model and using it with a classifier
• F7: The result of every modeler is enriched with the metadata information about
the used machine learning algorithm. In the following rule the LibSVM modeler
is used to compute the model.
1
2
3

(? c rdf : type pcdom : Li bS VM Mod el er Cl as s )
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Model ")
-> (? odv dcdom : usedModeler " LibSVM ")

Forwarding the used modeler metadata is achieved with the next rule. The resulting prediction file is enriched with the information about the used modeler after
applying this rule.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : ClassifierClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Model ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Prediction ")
(? idv dcdom : usedModeler ? s )
-> (? odv dcdom : usedModeler ? s )

• F8: The next forwarding rule illustrates the metadata variable usedClassifier for
the LibSVM implementation in this example. This is also necessary together with
the information about the used modeler to validate workflow instances with regard
to this variables.

1
2
3

(? c rdf : type pcdom : L i b S V M C l a s s i f i e r C l a s s )
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Prediction ")
-> (? odv dcdom : usedClassifier " LibSVM ")

The Classifier is one of the very last steps in workflows and the propagation of
the metadata of the used classifier is minimized to the Evaluate component. The
very last file Score contains result metrics for the effectivness of the classification
and has the entire metadata information that was collected during the workflow
execution.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : EvaluateClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Prediction ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Score ")
(? idv dcdom : usedClassifier ? s )
-> (? odv dcdom : usedClassifier ? s )

• I2: The modeler and the classifier component have to use the same machine learning algorithm. The rule to ensure this reads the usedModeler and usedClassifier
metadata and compares them against each other. Workflow instances that use
different values for this variables are rejected and cannot be executed.
1
2
3
4

5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : ClassifierClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Model ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Prediction ")
(? idv dcdom : usedModeler ? s 1) (? odv dcdom : usedClassifier ? s 2)
notEqual (? s 1 ,? s 2)
-> (? c ac : isInvalid " true "^^ xsd : boolean )

The entire classification workflow is shown in Figure 7.8 with the aforementioned subworkflows. The training and the testing dataset are seperat input files in the workflow.
An alternative to this is the Split component that does this step depending on the used
dataset. The feature generation is applied for every dataset and in this workflow the
invalidation constraints I3 and I4 make sure that the same concrete components for
the stemmer and the term weighting are used in the workflow instances. The feature
selection is only applied on the training feature before it is used in the modeler component. With the trained model created the Classifier computes the Prediction for the test
features. In the last step the Evaluate component computes the classification metrics
based on the prediction.
With the forwarding and invalidation rules the invalid workflow instances are automatically rejected by the framework. However, additional rules are necessary to make sure
the right input datasets are selected by someone executing the workflow.

Figure 7.8.: Workflow for the classification of documents

• I3: Workflow instances that use different term weighting implementations are rejected by comparing the metadata informations. Invalid combinations are rejected
and workflow instances with several abstract term weighting components only have
the same concrete components.
1
2
3
4

5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : ValidatorClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv 1) (? idv 1 pc : hasArgumentID " Test ")
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv 2) (? idv 2 pc : hasArgumentID " Train ")
(? idv 1 dcdom : us edTerm Weigh ting ? s 1) (? idv 2 dcdom :
use dTermW eighti ng ? s 2) notEqual (? s 1 ,? s 2)
-> (? c ac : isInvalid " true "^^ xsd : boolean )

• I4: Workflows with abstract stemmer components use a similar rule to invalidate
wrong combinations of concrete stemmer components just like in the case with the
term weighting components.
1
2
3
4

5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : ValidatorClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv 1) (? idv 1 pc : hasArgumentID " Test ")
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv 2) (? idv 2 pc : hasArgumentID " Train ")
(? idv 1 dcdom : usedStemmer ? s 1) (? idv 2 dcdom : usedStemmer ? s 2)
notEqual (? s 1 ,? s 2)
-> (? c ac : isInvalid " true "^^ xsd : boolean )

• W1-W3: These constraints for the workflow execution are ensured with the following rules. The train and test dataset have to be different and the vocabular
and the list with the stop words have to be the same.
1
2
3

TrainDataset wflow : h a s D i f f e r e n t D a t a F r o m TestDataset
TrainVocabular wflow : hasSameDataAs TestVocabular
TrainWords wflow : hasSameDataAs TestWords

7.2.3. Unsupervised Learning
In unsupervised learning the label information for the instances in the dataset is either
not available at all or is not used. This kind of learning technique is also often referred
to clustering and the main goal of it is to group instances into similiar categories.
The workflow to perform unsupervised learning is shown in Figure 7.9. Similar to the
supervised learning workflow the feature are generated in a first step. Before the Clustering component can be used the dataset has to be translated into feature format that
is readable by the component. This part is slightly different from the previous workflows

since the CLUTO framework has a little bit different data format. Thus, this workflow
has its hown component for this step called FormatCluto.
• F9: The information about the numberOfLabels is stored in the metadata for every
dataset. It also has to be forwarded through the workflow to the right component.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : FormatClutoClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Vector ")
(? c pc : hasOutput ? odv ) (? odv pc : hasArgumentID " Feature ")
(? idv dcdom : numberOfLabels ? l )
-> (? odv dcdom : numberOfLabels ? l )

With the number of labels forwarded to the Clustering component it can be used
to set the parameter for the number of clusters depending on the used dataset.
Thus, the necessary information for this component only has to be maintained in
one place in the data catalog.
1
2
3
4
5

(? c rdf : type pcdom : ClusteringClass )
(? c pc : hasInput ? idv ) (? idv pc : hasArgumentID " Feature ")
(? c pc : hasInput ? ipv ) (? p pc : hasArgumentID " NCluster ")
(? idv dcdom : numberOfLabels ? nl ) noValue (? ipv ac : hasValue )
-> (? ipv ac : hasValue ? nl )

Figure 7.9.: Feature generation and clustering of documents

8. Efficiency of the Framework
The designed workflows from the previous section can be executed with the datasets in
the data catalog without any additional effort. New datasets that conform with the right
data format can also be easily uploaded to the framework to perform text analytic tasks
on it. Together with the reasoning capabilities of Wings and the individual rules for
components and datasets a user of the framework is supported in many different ways.
This section will elaborate how the presented solution can solve the research question
of this work. It starts of by showing how workflows are configured and customized in
an automatic way by the workflow system. The metadata information that is used to
achieved this is also used for the collection information about the execution and results.
Finally, the chapter outlines the benefits for the design of application landscapes with
regard to reuseable components and heterogeneous implementations.

8.1. Automatic Configuration and Customization
The process of executing scientific workflows and exploring the possible design space
to find the best solutions for a problem can be automated in several steps. This will
improve the scientific progress and make complicated methods availabe for a wider range
of scientists.

8.1.1. Fewer Generated Workflows
Generating all possible workflow instances result in some experiments that lead to wrong
results or are not executable at all. Usually the scientist has to be aware of the right
instances and configure the workflow instances to get proper results. The framework
in this work however rejects invalidates these workflow automatically by evaluating the
rules for the components and datasets. As a result much fewer workflows are generated
and the scientist can focus his work on executing and analyzing the valid workflows.
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Another advantage for novice scientist is that workflows that produce incorrect results
are rejected and common errors are avoided already in a very early stage. To illustrated
this two example from the framework are explained next:
• Example: A good example is the workflow for the classification of documents
from Figure 7.8. It contains seven abstract components and uses many input
datasets that can cause wrong results if they are specified in a wrong way. With
all combinations this template can be specialized to over 10,000 workflow instances.
This large amount of possible solutions can be dramatically reduced with the rules
that are used in the framework. The solution space that has to be investigated
can be reduced to 180 workflow instances by rejecting invalid combinations of
components helping a scientist to deal with the complexity of the solution. Wrong
results can occur with this workflow in case the input datasets and parameters are
configured with wrong values. One example for this are experiments that use the
same dataset for training and testing. More examples are the size parameter, the
stop words list or the vocabular for the other preprocessing components. With
the rules W1-W3 this potential errors can be omitted since the workflows are not
executed with wrong configurations.

8.1.2. Parameter Elaboration
Despite the use for evaluating rules and validating workflow, the metadata is also very
useful to elaborate parameter from it. The metadata might be different depending on
the dataset that is used for the workflow execution. A big advantage of this approach
is that necessary information can be obtained from one place and hence avoid errors
from user inputs. It also illustrates another example of how the framework automates
execution of workflows and supports scientiest with repetitive tasks.
• Example: The workflow illustrated in Figure 7.9 uses a clustering component with
a parameter to specify the number of cluster. This parameter can be automatically
elaborated from the metadata of the used dataset if no value is specified manually
by the scientist. Whenever the workflow is executed with a new dataset, the
parameter is automatically updated to the value of the current dataset. The rule
to achieve this in the framework is I9.

8.1.3. Applicability of Sophisticated Methods
One of the key ideas to automate tasks in scientific computations is to capture necessary
knowledge already in the workflows itself. This means that a scientist that wants to
perform a task like document preprocessing or feature selection doesn’t has to start
from the scratch. The framework provides predefined solutions for many problems that
are also a good starting point for adaptions in some situations. As a result complex
scientific experiments with highly sophisticated methods become applicable for larger
groups of scientists and software engineers.

8.2. Provenance Generation
An important issue in the research community is the provenance for workflows [DF08].
It can be used to explore and manage the scientific data that has its origin from the
final products of the workflow or the potentially many intermediate steps. In this sense
metadata is a powerful help to answers basic questions about the creator of the data
product and the modifications that were applied on it. More examples are the details
of the process that was used to generate the outcome and time information about the
executed experiments. These examples are a major motivation for the use of workflow
systems when it comes to scientific applications. While the previous elaboration of the
capabilites of the framework were mainly focussed on the automation of repetitive tasks,
the generation of metadata to capture the complex analysis step is another very powerful
support for the progress in the scientific research. In [CFV+ 08] there are forms of
provenance used. The prospective provenance captures which order of the computational
tasks are necessary to produce a specific outcome. Retrospective provenance in turn
handles the steps that were actually used the information about the execution details.
In terms of the prospective provenance the information of the component ordering is
captured in the definition of the workflow. Since the workflow template can be changed
over the time the workflow definition needs to capture the used configuration for the
workflow execution.
This section starts with the generated metadata for workflow results and how this information can be used query already executed experiments. For this purpose an example
for the semantic representation of the result is shown from an actually executed workflow. It finishes with the execution information that can be obtained from the metadata
information.

8.2.1. Workflow Results
A scientist executing many workflows with different parameters and components to find
the best solution for a problem might not be able to comprehend the results if he is not
supported in a proper way. The support from the framework is provided by generating
provenance information for every executed workflow.
• Example: The example relies on the executed workflow that is shown in Figure
7.4. The workflow is used to produce a visualization of the correlation score for
a feature. The following listing shows the generated provenance information after
executing the workflow. It is stored in the RDF data format and contains both
the prospective and retrospective information together with an additional file with
the used template. The header of the RDF file containts the header that are used
in the domain. The data catalog is abbreviated with dcdom and was illustrated in
Figure 7.2. Metadata information about datasets are also accessed with this URI.
Available component from the catalog are abbreviated with acdom and were shown
in Figure 7.1. After the header with the prefixes the workflow instance is described
with the execution information that are explained in the next section. The variable
bindings contain the information about the generated result and intermediate files.
It starts with the select feature file and the information how this file was generated
with a previous workflow.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

tmp : < http :// www . isi . edu / Domain / P l o t C o r r e l a t i o n S c o r e . owl # >.
dc : < http :// www . isi . edu / dc / ontology . owl # >.
dclib : < http :// www . isi . edu / dc / Domain / library . owl # >.
rdfs : < http :// www . w 3. org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # >.
dcdom : < http :// www . isi . edu / dc / Domain / ontology . owl # >.
owl 2 xml : < http :// www . w 3. org /2006/12/ owl 2 - xml # >.
wflow : < http :// www . isi . edu /2007/08/ workflow . owl # >.
ac : < http :// www . isi . edu / ac / ontology . owl # >.
xsd : < http :// www . w 3. org /2001/ XMLSchema # >.
owl : < http :// www . w 3. org /2002/07/ owl # >.
rdf : < http :// www . w 3. org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # >.
acdom : < http :// www . isi . edu / ac / Domain / library . owl # >.

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

< http :// seagull . isi . edu / marbles / assets / components / workflow _ portal / users
/26/ Domain / run _1150. ttl >
wflow : hasRunId "1150"^^ xsd : integer ;
wflow : hasUser " matheus "^^ xsd : string ;
wflow : usesTemplate [
wflow : hasID tmp : P l o t C o r r e l a t i o n S c o r e ;
wflow : hasURL

20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58

< http :// seagull . isi . edu / marbles / assets / components / workflow _ portal /
users /26/ Domain / ontology / Domain / P l o t C o r r e l a t i o n S c o r e . owl >
];
wflow : hasStatus " SUCCESS "^^ xsd : string ;
wflow : hasStartTime "1313082595"^^ xsd : integer ;
wflow : hasEndTime "1313082630"^^ xsd : integer ;
wflow : h a s Va r i ab l e Bi n d in g s
(
[
wflow : forVariable tmp : Feature ;
wflow : hasBinding
[
wflow : hasLocation
< http :// seagull . isi . edu / marbles / assets / components / workflow _
portal / users /26/ Domain / data / WebKB _ Lovins >;
wflow : hasSize "6697853"^^ xsd : integer ;
dcdom : usedT ermWe ightin g dcdom : TF _ IDF ;
rdf : type dcdom : Feature ;
]
]
[
wflow : forVariable tmp : Score ;
wflow : hasBinding
[
wflow : hasLocation
< http :// seagull . isi . edu / marbles / assets / components / workflow _
portal / users /26/ Domain / data /41 d 7354 ac 3 bfef 3 b 5 c 5927 b 2 b 4 c
42765 >;
wflow : hasSize "87445"^^ xsd : integer ;
rdf : type dcdom : CorrelationScore ;
]
]
[
wflow : forVariable tmp : Plot ;
wflow : hasBinding
[
wflow : hasLocation
< http :// seagull . isi . edu / marbles / assets / components / workflow _
portal / users /26/ Domain / data / c 16 ae 75 df 5 f 702906019 ebe 7 dc 1 f
7117 >;
wflow : hasSize "334995"^^ xsd : integer ;
rdf : type dcdom : Picture ;
]
]
).

8.2.2. Execution Information
In the first part of the file the execution information is stored for the particular workflow
instance. The information from the execution is automatically obtained and added to
the metadata. Every executed workflow contains the following information:
• With hasRunId the workflow instance is distinguished from potentially similar
workflow with different configurations. The number is unique among all executed
workflows and can be used to store and find the information.
• Every user on the framework has an own account with his data and workflows. The
information hasUser uses the account details to capture the user that executed the
workflow.
• Part of the execution information is also the workflow template that was used to
generate the datasets and is provided by usesTemplate. Additional information
about the components and the configuration can be found in this file.
• The hasStatus indicates if the workflow was executed successfully or errors occurred
during the run. Possible reasons for a workflow that doesn’t succeed are failure in
the components that can have their reason in programming errors or problems in
the used frameworks.
• With hasStartTime and hasEndTime the overall execution time for the entire
workflow is given. Since the execution times are known for every workflow template
that has been executed an average time can be computed or different datasets and
configurations can be compared against eacher other.

8.2.3. Experiment Queries
The execution information can be used to query the workflow results in order to find a
particular experiment that was previously executed. This is especially useful if a computational experiment was executed with many different configurations and a scientists
needs to compare specific results. In the old fashioned way it is not possible to search
for executed workflows effectively. One reason for this is that existing solutions do not
provide sufficient metadata information that can be used to query the results.

• Example: To demonstrate this the generated provenance information of the executed workflows were stored in the AllegroGraph1 triplestore. The database with
the provenance information can be queried with SPARQL to find matching workflow results. In an example the generated workflows were queried for experiments
that were executed by the author of this work.
1

PREFIX wf : < http :// www . isi . edu /2007/08/ workflow . owl # >

2
3
4
5
6
7

SELECT ? wf
WHERE {
? wf wf : hasUser " matheus ".
? wf wf : hasStatus " SUCCESS ".
}

8.3. Workflow Design with Components
[Zhu03] Scientists are not only faced with complexities that come from the configuration
of workflows and the generation of provenance information. The application landscapes
of todays scientific experiments are another obstacle for scientists. The fact that most
scientists are not software engineers or have no computer science background at all makes
it even more difficult to work with this landscape.

8.3.1. Heterogeneous Implementations
In Section 7.1.2 the various implementation technologies that were used for every component a given. Among them are different programming languages, software tools and
libraries that are used in the text analytic research community. The framework helps a
scientist to handle these heterogeneous implementations in many ways.
• With the framework there is no need to be aware of programming languages and
technology specific details. This allows scientists with limited programming experiences to use new methods. In the case of abstract components the users do not to
worry at all about the component implementations that are used in the end. These
details are hidden from the user so that studying manuals and documentation for
different technologies is avoided.
1

http://www.franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/

• New software packages for scientific applications are published constantly, but it requires a large inital effort to use them efficiently in a hands on manner. This makes
it difficult for scientists to keep up with the latest development. The framework
supports scientists to deal with this problems in a more structured and assisted
way.

8.3.2. Reuseable Components
Designing software systems from exisiting software is known as software reuse. Reusing
software is desireable since it reduces the cost during the developement. Many of the
components that are used in the framework are applied to problems in different areas.
The correlation score implementations for instance are used for many different tasks.
During the developement of the framework there were no modularized implementations
for this problem available. Exisiting ways to compute the correlation score are often
part of larger libraries and are therefore difficult to reuse in other problems. Another
example are the various machine learning algoritms that are availabe as they have to
be invoked in different ways. Components that are reuseable are also the foundation
to make them shareable between groups of scientists. As soon as scientists can share
their components the results from scientific experiments become easier to reproduce and
compare against eacher other.
In [Kru92] describes some basic requirements that have to be fulfilled in order to make
software reuseable. This requirements and their realizations in the framework are elaborated next.
• Abstraction: The most important feature when it comes to reuse techniques is
the concept abstraction. Without this feature it is almost impossible to find a
which software can be used for a problem and in what way is has to be reused.
The framework supports abstraction by dividing the major task of a larger process
into components.
• Selection: A library with all components has to be seachered for the suitable
solutions. It has to be possible to compare and select the reuseable software
components. In this work the reasoning capabilites of Wings were used to achieve
this functionality. The selected components were also validated against constraints
to assist scientists with this task.

• Specialization: A selected reuseable component needs to be refined in some way
to achieve the disered result. For this purpose similar software is merged into a
generalized artifact that can be selected for one type of task. In the framework abstract steps are used whenever possible to support specialization in the workflows.
• Integration: The selected components have to be integrated into a complete
software system that is ready for execution. The interfaces for the components are
declared with their necessary types and every component has additional wrapper
to trigger the execution.

9. Experimental Evaluation
Results from executing the various workflows with different confiugrations and datasets
are summarized in this section. Since the framework has an extensive amount of possible configurations with all the implementations and parameters only the most important
ones for the analytic tasks feature generation, classification, clustering and topic modeling are shown in this section.

9.1. Feature Generation
The feature generation includes the preprocessing of documents with the stemming and
term weighting. This steps are important for the overall results of the entire workflow
and this requires special care at this point. In case the preprocessing is not removing
most of the stop words and special characters the classification results will get worse
independent from the upcoming steps in the workflow. An appropriate representation
of the document words in the vector space model is also another way to improve the
overall results. The only way to find the best configuration at this point is to perform
experiments with changing components and parameters.
The correlation score is important to figure out which are the most valuable features.
Results from [YP97] has shown that it is possible to reduce the training dataset up
to a third of the original size and still achieve the same or even better performances
in he classification results. In Figure 9.1 the chi squared correlation score is used to
compute the feature goodness for various datasets. A visualization component in the
text analytic framework was used to plot the score for every feature. One can figure
from the visualization that most of the used feature have a very low correlation score. In
all four datasets only a small number of features achieves a very high score. The score
distribution for the 20 Newsgroups dataset contains much more scores since it is the
biggest dataset among the others. In this setting the Porter Stemmer together with the
Term Frequecy-Inverse Document Frequency was used to generated the features. The
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Figure 9.1.: Chi squared correlation score for different datasets
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same experiment can be repeated with different implementations for the preprocessing
steps. Another way to improve the correlation score is the stop word list and parameter
for the removing of small words.

9.2. Supervised Learning
In supervised learning the label information for each dataset is used to train model
and use this model for estimate the performance of the classification. These metrics
are produced in the framework with the validation components for each classifier. In
Figure 9.2 the precision for some experimental dataset are shown. The overall precision
is plotted against the used percentage parameter for the feature selection. For every
dataset some example experiments were executed with different implementations for
the abstract steps in the document classification workflow. This includes different term
weighting and stemmer implementations for the generation of the vector space model.
All of the experiments use the same stop word lists since all documents are written in
english and words with less than four characters are removed from the datasets. Next
to the preprocessing of the datasets the experiments also used the different correlation
score implementations. Finally, the changing machine learning algorithms were used for
to perform the classification.
The Reuters R8 dataset achieved the best classification results with the LIBLINEAR
machine learning implementation, the Mutual Information for the correlation score, TFIDF and the Lovins implementation for the stememr. A similar performance can be
achieved with the LibSVM implementation while the NaiveBayes performes much worse
indepent of the using preproscessing steps. In difference to the NaiveBayes algorithm
improves his value slightly after loosing performance much earlier than the Support
Vector Machines.
The results for the Reuters R52 dataset a similar to the previous experiment with regard
to the used machine learning appraoch. For this exeperiment the LibSVM and the
LIBLINEAR achieve the best result for the dataset while the NaiveBayes is around 5 %
to 10 % less accurate for this dataset. Even though the same learning was used for the
NaiveBayes experiments their results are still different with regard to the precision and
the behaviour for the reduction of the features.
The experimental results for the 20 Newsgroups datasets are much different compared
to the Reuters dataset. The best performance is achieved with the NaiveBayes together
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Figure 9.2.: Classification precisions with changing configurations
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with the Porter Stemmer, the TF-IDF and the Chi Squared correlation score. The
LIBLINEAR performs in this example with more the 20 % less precision compared to
the best experiment. For this particular case the preprocessing of the dataset with the
Corpus Frequency seems to have a negative impact on the overall results.
With the WebKB datasets the LibSVM implementation achieved around 85 % precision
with the best configuration for the preprocessing of the dataset and the feature selection.
Similar to the other experiments the NaiveBayes improves his performance along with
the reduction of features. For the decision tree the performance is worse and the feature
selection is not changing the reducing the overall precision.

9.3. Unsupervised Learning
In unsupervised learning the label information for each dataset is not necessary since the
document similarity is used to cluster the documents into a predefined number. Figure
9.3 shows a visual representation of the hierarchical cluster.

Figure 9.3.: Visualization of the 20 Newsgroups clusters
The experiment was executed with the document clustering workflow and 20 for the
number of clusters of the newsgroups dataset. The plot shows the occurences of single

feature highlighted in red color. Darker red in this example stands for a feature that
appears more often in the particular clusters. The words in the upper part of the figure
show the word vectors while the numbers at the left hand side of the figure indicate the
cluster.
Document clustering is not only limited to this visual representations. The framework
contains many more implementations that are explained in [SKK00]. Since the component for the clustering in the framework is abstract, it is very easy to replace this
particular implementation with a new one.

Part IV.
Conclusions
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10. Conclusions and Outlook
The conclusions section summarizes the results and underlines the novel benefits of this
work. During the discussion possible obstacles for the framework are investigated and
the applicability for other than the text analytic domain are reviewed. This work finishes
with an outlook to the future work in this field and thoughts of the author about the
potential of the solution.

10.1. Summary
The major goal of this work was to evaluate how it is possible to assist scientists with
the task of exploring the design space of possible solutions for text analytic problems
and compare the different approaches against each other. This work used the concept
of scientific workflows with a knowledge level representation that used a semantic representation of workflows. It also explained the innovative workflow system Wings and
how it can be used to execute the workflows on distributed computing facilities. This
part finished by defining related work in scientific workflows and workflow management
systems.
The text analytic domain was used to evaluate the impact of the approach on a test
environment. General tasks like the preprocessing of documents, the feature selection
and machine learning concepts were explained with their possible algorithms in this part.
Related work in this field was summarized and it was outlined why existing solutions
are not sufficient for the goal of this work with respect to the orchestration of workflows.
The policies that are necessary to ensure only valid workflows and metadata for the
workflow execution are generated were explained.
In the third part the setup for the computational experiments are described with the
used characteristics of the datasets. The algorithms from the previous were implemented
into components that can be used in the workflow system. These components were used
to design the workflow templates with the rules that are necessary to fulfill the workflow
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orchestration policies described in the second part. The workflow templates were divided
into the categories for feature generation, supervised and unsupervised learning as well
as topic modeling. The efficiency of the framework justifies the main aspects to assist
scientists with research tasks in text analytics. During the experimental evaluation
the designed workflow were executed to solve comparable problems from the research
community and some of the results were illustrated.

10.2. Discussion
As we can see in Chapter 8 the framework reduces the number of workflow instances
and rejects invalid workflow combinations automatically. This goal was accomplished
by satisfiying the workflow orchestration policies with the rules for the components,
datasets and workflow templates. With the achieved results this work has an impact in
the scientific computation field.
• The user interactions are reduced to a set of minimum necessary steps that allow
user without programming skills or novice scientists to perform sophisticated analytic tasks. It is not necessary to learn new technologies or study user manuals
for the latest frameworks.
• The framework can be adapted to other machine learning tasks with little effort.
Other research areas can also benefit from the progress achieved in this work for
text analytic tasks by designing new workflow templates for particular problems.
• Current education in text analytics can use the framework as a new approach to
teach this methods. Existing class usually teach the algorithms and the theoretical foundations to understand this techniques. But learning how to use these
techniques together for actual problems is not part of the classes.
• The scientific progress in text analytics research can improve since even experienced
scientists can work more productively with the framework. The reuseability of
components allows it to change the configuration of computational experiments
very quickly.

10.3. Outlook
In this work a prototype was presented to assist scientists with the design of computational experiments. This section will introduce some future aspects that are necessary
to apply the advantages of the prototype so that a large scale collaboration for research
groups will be feasible.
• A problem that comes along with scientific workflows is the missing support for
human tasks in a workflow. The concept of human tasks is known from business
workflows and reflects the need for a human to make a decision in some situations
of the workflows. An example in the scientific domain might be a human task to
decide which steps are to be executed based on the results during the execution of
a workflow. In [SKD10] is proposed to use this capabilites of business workflows
for their scientific counterparts.
• The collection of provenance information is on of the most important challenges
in order to make results from scientific computions reproducible. Before provenance information can be shared among researcher problems with the interoperability between provenance data has to be solved to achieve the collaborative efforts
[DMMM11]. The Open Provenance Model [MFF+ 08] can be used to solve these
problems by using a standartized representation. In the current state the generated metadata information is not conform with the Open Provenance Model. An
adaption of the generated metadata is the next step towards making provenance
information reproducible.
• It is currently not possible to share the framework for text analytic tasks among
with other scientists. A future goal is to make individual workflows availabe so
that several researcher can collaborate performing computational experiments.
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